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ABSTRACT

SYNTHESIS OF ZINC OXIDE NANOPARTICLES BY AQUEOUS METHODS AND EFFECT OF METAL INCORPORATION ON THE STRUCTURAL/FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES OF NANOPARTICLES

Altıntaş Yıldırım, Özlem
PhD, Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Caner Durucan

December 2014, 176 pages

Zinc oxide (ZnO) nanostructures have attracted considerable attention in many electrical, optoelectronic and magnetic applications due to their unique properties originating from characteristic wide band gap and large exciton binding energy of ZnO. Electrical, optical and magnetic properties of ZnO nanostructures strongly depend on their size and morphology. Therefore, there has been a strong interest in the synthesis of ZnO nanostructures with well-controlled size and shape. These synthesis approaches should allow morphological control and size modification for the resultant ZnO nanostructures. Meanwhile, simple experimental conditions without any sophisticate equipment requirements are critical for achieving economically feasible and large-scale production. The main objective of this study was to establish such synthesis routes for obtaining ZnO nanostructures. This study focuses on two main topics: (i) investigation of solution based synthesis methods for size and morphology controlled ZnO nanostructures and (ii) investigation of functional properties of ZnO nanostructures with silver (Ag) and copper (Cu) incorporation.

Synthesis of pure ZnO nanostructures was carried out using two different generic aqueous routes; microemulsion and precipitation. In microemulsion technique, ZnO nanoparticles were synthesized by using sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl)
sulfosuccinate:glycerol:n-heptane microemulsion system. The formation of ZnO nanoparticles was achieved after calcination of microemulsion products in air at various temperatures. Size and morphology of the nanostructures were controlled with applying different microemulsion formulations and calcination temperatures.

Synthesis of ZnO nanoparticles was also achieved by low temperature precipitation method due to intrinsic yield problem of microemulsion approach. The precipitation system was formed using zinc acetate dihydrate as zinc source, ethylene glycol or water as solvent, and polyvinyl pyrrolidone as chelating agent. The size and shape of the ZnO nanoparticles were manipulated by the choice of precipitation temperature, amount of the chelating agent and type of the solvent, which essentially change the nature of adsorption events between ZnO crystals and organic molecules leading to changes in nucleation and growth events during precipitation.

The precipitation method was further expanded in order to realize chemical modifications of ZnO nanostructures for tailoring their functional properties. Both Ag and Cu doped ZnO (ZnO:Ag and ZnO:Cu) nanoparticles were synthesized by room temperature precipitation method without any subsequent thermal treatment. A rigorous structural analyses Rietveld and electron microscopy techniques have been performed on these chemically modified particles to explain the nature and mechanism of metal doping in ZnO crystal lattice. In addition, the effect of metal ion doping on the functional properties, such as photocatalytic activity (for ZnO:Ag) and room temperature ferromagnetism (for ZnO:Cu) have been demonstrated.

**Keywords:** Zinc oxide, microemulsion method, precipitation method, silver doped zinc oxide, copper doped zinc oxide.
SU BAZLI METOTLARLA ČİNKO OKSİT NANO PARÇACIKLARIN SENTEZİ VE METAL KATKISININ NANO PARÇACIKLARIN YAPISAL/FONKSİYONEL ÖZELLİKLERE ETKİSİ
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Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Caner Durucan

Aralık 2014, 176 sayfa

Çinko oksit (ZnO) nano yapılar geniş bant aralığı ve yüksek elektron-hol bağ enerjilerinden kaynaklı özelliklerinden dolayı elektriksel, optik ve manyetik uygulamalarda yaygın bir kullanıma sahiptir. ZnO nano yapılarının yapısal, optik ve manyetik özelliklerleri çoğunlukla bu parçacık boyut ve morfolojisine bağlıdır. Bu nedenle kontrollü ve tekrarlanabilir olarak ZnO nano yapılarının sentezlenmesi büyük önem taşımaktadır. Söz konusu sentez yöntemlerinin, oluşturulan ZnO nano parçacıkların boyut ve şekil kontrolüne imkan vermesinin yanında, sofistike ekipman ve altyapı gerektirmeden uygulanabilir olması ekonomik olarak verimli ve yüksek miktarda üretim sağlanması açısından önemli diğer bir husustur. Bu çalışmada temelde konu edilen bu tür sentez süreçleridir. Çalışma genel olarak iki ana konuya odaklanmıştır; (i) boyut ve şekil kontrollü ZnO nano parçacıkların çözelti bazlı yöntemlerle sentezlenmesi, ve (ii) gümüş (Ag) ve bakır (Cu) katkılı ZnO nano parçacıkların sentezlenerek fonksiyonel özelliklerinin belirlenmesi.

Saf ZnO nano yapılarının sentezlenmesi çözelti-esaslı farklı yöntemler kullanılarak gerçekleştirilmiştir; mikro emülsiyon ve şekelme tekniği. Mikro emülsiyon tekniğinde ZnO nano parçacıklar sodyum bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate: gliserol:n-heptan sistemi kullanılarak üretilmiştir. ZnO nano parçacıkların oluşumu ıslı işlem
görmemiş mikro emülsiyon ürününün hava ortamında farklı sıcaklıklar edilmesiyle sağlanmıştır. Nano parçacıkların boyut ve şekilleri farklı miktarda bileşen içeren mikro emülsiyon formulasyonları ve kalsinasyon sıcaklıklarını uygulanarak kontrol edilebilmştir. Mikro emülsiyon tekniğinin miktarsal anlamda verimsizliğinden dolayı ZnO nano parçacıklar, alternatif olarak çökeltme yöntemi kullanılarak da elde edilmiştir. Çökeltme sisteminde çinko asetat dehidrat çinko kaynağı, etilen glikol çözücü ve polivinil prolidon (PVP) ise şelatlama malzemesi olarak kullanılmıştır. ZnO nano parçacıkların boyut ve şekilleri çökeltme sıcaklığının seçimi, PVP miktarı ve kullanılan çözücü tipi ile kontrol edilmiştir. Bu değişkenlerin temel olarak çökeltme sırasında oluşmakta olan ZnO kristalleri ve organik moleküller arasındaki adsorpsiyon farklılaşmalara neden olduğu ve bunun sonucunda gerçekleşen farklı çekirdeklenme ve büyüme olayları sonucunda çökelen ZnO parçacıklar için boyutsal ve şekilsel değişimlerin sağlanabileceği ortaya konulmuştur.

Bu tezde ayrıca, çökeltme tekniğin kullanılarak ZnO nano yapılar için bazı kimyasal modifikasyonların sağlanarak fonksiyonel özelliklerin değiştirilmesi yönünde çalışmalar yapılmıştır. Bu bağlamda, herhangi bir isıl işlem uygulamadan oda sıcaklığında çökeltme yöntemi kullanılarak ZnO yapılarına gümüş (ZnO:Ag) ve bakır (ZnO:Cu) katılamanın gerçekleştirilmişdir. Rietveld ve elektron mikroskop yöntemleri kullanılarak yapılan kapsamlı yapısal analizlerle her iki metal iyonunun ZnO kristal yapısına yerleşme mekanizması ve kristal yapıda oluşturdukları değişimler belirlenmiştir. Ek olarak, metalik iyon ilavelerin ZnO’nun foto katalitik aktivitesi (gümüş-katkılı durumda) ve oda sıcaklığında ferro manyetik (bakır-katkılı durumda) davranışını gibi fonksiyonel özelliklere etkisi gözlemlenmiştir.

**Anahtar Sözcükler:** Çinko oksit, mikro emülsiyon, çökeltme tekniği, gümüş eklenmiş çinko oksit, bakır eklenmiş çinko oksit.
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# LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZnO</td>
<td>Zinc oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>Gallium arsenide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>Conduction band</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VB</td>
<td>Valance band</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV-Vis</td>
<td>Ultraviolet-visible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_g$</td>
<td>Band gap energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>Photoluminescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM</td>
<td>Transition metals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTFM</td>
<td>Room temperature ferromagnetism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSSC</td>
<td>Dye synthesized solar cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED</td>
<td>Light emitting diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVP</td>
<td>Polyvinyl pyrrolidone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOT</td>
<td>Sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn-Gly</td>
<td>Zinc glycerolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EG</td>
<td>Ethylene glycol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XRD</td>
<td>X-ray diffraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FESEM</td>
<td>Field emission scanning electron microscope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGA</td>
<td>Thermogravimetric analyses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSC</td>
<td>Differential scanning calorimetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCPDS</td>
<td>Joint committe on powder diffraction standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDX</td>
<td>The energy dispersive x-ray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRTEM</td>
<td>High resolution transmission electron microscope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTIR</td>
<td>Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XPS</td>
<td>X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>Binding energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_c$</td>
<td>Coercivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_s$</td>
<td>Saturation magnetization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Metal oxide nanoparticles have attracted considerable attention in many scientific and technological applications due to unique properties originating from their particle sizes in nano scale. Zinc oxide (ZnO) is one of the well-known semiconductor metal oxide with wide direct band gap (3.37 eV) and large exciton binding energy (60 meV) at room temperature [1]. Reduction in size to nano scale, novel electrical, mechanical, chemical and optical properties are introduced to ZnO nanomaterials due to surface and quantum confinement effect [2]. These unique properties give ZnO several advantages as active material in the usage of gas sensors, solar cells, field effect transistors, light emitting devices [3-6].

Due to the specific needs in these diverse applications, there has been a strong interest in development of preparation methods enabling of production of ZnO nanostructures with well-controlled size and shape. Chemical vapor deposition, physical vapor deposition, spray pyrolysis, hydrothermal synthesis, sol-gel process, microemulsion method and solution precipitation method are the possible synthesis techniques of ZnO nanoparticles [7-12]. The techniques which are employed to synthesize ZnO should enable not only production of ZnO nanoparticles with different size and morphology, but also rely on experimental conditions, non-sophisticated equipments and low product cost. Microemulsion technique is especially attractive because it does not require sophisticated equipment or rigorous experimental conditions, but still providing possibilities in controlling the size and morphology of the particles in a size scale approaching to nanometers. This technique is based on the thermodynamically stable dispersion of two immiscible liquids which are oil and water. Stability of dispersion is provided by addition of surfactant molecules [11].
However, low product yield is the main disadvantage of microemulsion method. Therefore, aqueous precipitation method has attracted considerable attention due to its simple manipulation, low production cost and large scale production probabilities of ZnO nanostructures. These processing properties give some advantages over the other synthesis methods due to low energy consumption and providing the template free synthesis approaches which may lead to prevent incorporation of impurities and deterioration the optical/electrical properties of the ZnO particles [12]. However, only a few studies have been focused on room temperature synthesis of ZnO nanoparticles with well controllable size and morphology. So, one of the objectives of this study was exploring the potential of low temperature aqueous synthesis routes for obtaining ZnO nanoparticles.

ZnO can be functionalized by incorporation of various metal ions to control and change its functional properties. For example, ZnO nanostructures are also potential candidates for photocatalytic applications [13]. However, pure ZnO nanoparticles could not completely meet all of the needs of photocatalytic devices since they require high energy UV light to activate ZnO as catalysts leading to low efficiency in visible and near infrared regions. In order to solve this drawback, considerable efforts have been spent in improving photocatalytic ability by means of doping nanoparticles with noble metals such as silver (Ag) [14], as it has been also explored in this thesis.

Furthermore, when doped with small amounts of transition metals such as copper (Cu), ZnO shows room temperature ferromagnetism (RTFM), making it a dilute ferromagnetic semiconductor with properties that lead to potential applications in spintronic devices [15]. The origins of the RTFM are still under debate, even for doped ZnO nanoparticles. Therefore, there is an intense research interest on exploring RTFM behavior of Cu incorporated ZnO nanostructures and understanding the way in which Cu distribution affects both the semiconducting properties and also the room temperature ferromagnetic properties [16].

There are seven chapters in this thesis. It begins with the general introduction and structure of the thesis.
In the second chapter of the thesis, the history, basic properties, application fields and synthesis methods of ZnO are introduced. This chapter ends up with functionalizing of ZnO with doping various metals.

The third chapter of the study is on the synthesis of ZnO nanoparticles with different size and morphology by using a reverse microemulsion system. In studies, the effects of surfactant concentration, calcination temperature and solvent concentration on the size and morphology of the resultant ZnO nanoparticles were investigated. At the end of this chapter, a ternary phase diagram of microemulsion components according to morphological stable regions of microemulsion components has been presented.

In Chapter 4, aqueous precipitation method was employed for large scale production of phase pure ZnO nanoparticles at economically/technologically relevant conditions. The specific objective of this part is to determine the process parameters and the effects of precipitation temperature, solvent type and chelating agent concentration on the size and morphology of the resultant ZnO nanoparticles.

In the Chapter 5, Ag-doped ZnO nanoparticles were synthesized with room temperature precipitation method. The specific objection of this phase of the work is to synthesize Ag-doped ZnO nanostructures at room temperature by using aqueous system and to characterize and investigate photocatalytic properties of resultant ZnO nanostructures. The effects on the Ag amount on the structural, morphological, optical and so photocatalytic properties of ZnO nanoparticles are presented and discussed in detail.

In Chapter 6, we intend to explore the behavior of Cu-doped ZnO synthesized with simple room temperature precipitation method, and to understand the way in which Cu amount affects both the semiconducting properties and also the room temperature ferromagnetic properties.

Finally, this thesis is concluded in Chapter 7.
1.1 References


CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 General introduction

Zinc oxide with the chemical formula of ZnO is one of the well-known semiconductor material. For only 2014, with the key word ZnO, the data collections in Web of Science give more than 6000 scientific studies within the various research areas including physics, chemistry, nanotechnology and material science. However, this does not mean that ZnO is newly discovered material. The history of ZnO goes back to ancient age. The ancients discovered the production of the first brass-metal and the medical equipment’s made with purified ZnO. In the last few decades, the interest in this fascinating chemical compounds remerges with the usage ZnO powder as an industrial processing chemical and a white paint pigment. In addition, for over one hundred years, polycrystalline form of ZnO has been used in a variety of applications such as electronic materials, gas sensors, cosmetic and pigment industry [1, 2]. The focused interest in this material started in the 1920s with the first utilization of ZnO for its semiconductor properties. With the discovery of attractive semiconductor properties of ZnO during 1950s, researchers focused on the bulk ZnO growth and applications [3]. During 1960s, synthesis of ZnO thin film has been extensively studied due to potential applications of ZnO thin film in the sensor and catalyst applications [4]. Since 1990s, a major research interest has been on the synthesis of ZnO nanostructures by different growth methods [5, 6]. Nowadays, the world wide afford in the fabrication of the high quality single crystal ZnO for the ZnO-based electronic and optoelectronic devices encouraged the researchers and provided to document hundreds of papers and patents every year since 2000.
ZnO is a wide bandgap semiconductor with bandgap energy of 3.37 eV which provides to operate in the blue and ultra-violet optical devices [7]. In addition, it has large exciton binding energy of 60 meV which gives ZnO several advantages over gallium nitride (GaN, 25 meV) such as better radiation resistance for devices used in space and nuclear applications and simpler and cost effective crystal growth methods [8]. Large exciton binding energy of ZnO provides to increase the exciton stability and enhance luminescence efficiency by increasing the possibility of radiative recombination. Gallium arsenide (GaAs) with a direct bandgap is another important semiconductor for high speed integrated circuits and optoelectronic applications like light emitting diodes and laser diodes [9]. However, GaAs is an unsuitable material for high temperature electronics and blue/ultra-violet light emitters [10]. Therefore, ZnO is a very interesting semiconductor and has been extensively used electronic and optoelectronic devices [11].

2.2 Basic properties of ZnO

ZnO is an inorganic compound which usually appears as a odorless white powder in the bulk form. In nature, mineral form of ZnO is zincite which contains impurity phases such as iron and manganese and appears as yellow or red according to impurity content [12]. The basic physical and chemical properties of ZnO are listed in Table 2.1.

**Table 2.1. Basic physical and chemical properties of ZnO [13].**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Molecular weight</td>
<td>81.37 g/mol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melting point</td>
<td>1975 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boiling point</td>
<td>sublimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solubility</td>
<td>0.16 mg/100 mL water (30 °C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable phase at 300 K</td>
<td>wurtzite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lattice parameters at 300 K</td>
<td>a: 0.32495 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c: 0.50269 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c/a: 1.602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band gap energy</td>
<td>3.4 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exciton binding energy</td>
<td>60 eV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.1 Crystal structures of ZnO

ZnO is a II–VI type of binary semiconductor compounds which comprise the binary compounds of Zn, Cd and Hg with O, S, Se and Te. The most common crystal structure of the II–VI type binary semiconductor compounds are either the cubic zinc blende or hexagonal wurtzite structures. In these structures, each anion is surrounded by four cations at the corners of a tetrahedron, and vice versa. The tetrahedral coordination provides \( sp^3 \) hybridised covalent bonding character but all II–VI type binary semiconductor compounds have a partial ionicity, as well. ZnO has also ionicity between covalent and ionic semiconductors [14].

With the electronic configurations of Zn ((1s)\(^2\), (2s)\(^2\), (2p)\(^6\), (3s)\(^2\), (3p)\(^6\), (3d)\(^{10}\), (4s)\(^2\)) and O ((1s)\(^2\), (1s)\(^2\), (2p)\(^4\)), \( sp^3 \) hybridization of the electron states leading to tetrahedrally coordinated bonding character determines the crystal structure of ZnO. Indeed the tetrahedral geometry of ZnO results in a rather low space filling so it should be stabilized by the angular rigidity of the binding. In a crystal matrix, the arrangement of tetrahedrons consisting of zinc and oxygen layers may determine its crystal structure depending on the stacking sequence of zinc and oxygen layers.

The crystal structure of ZnO is shared by the wurtzite (B4 type), zinc blende (B3 type) and rock salt structure (B1 type) presented in Figure 2.1 (a), (b) and (c), respectively [11]. Although thermodynamically most stable phase is the hexagonal wurtzite structure at ambient pressure and temperature, ZnO crystallizes in zinc blende which forms only by growth on the cubic substrates and in rock salt which forms at high pressures. Zinc-blende structure may be considered as an arrangement of two interpenetrating face centered cubic sub-lattice structures. Hexagonal wurtzite lattice is uniaxial and its distinct axis, c, is directed through one of the tetrahedral binding orbitals. This means that hexagonal c axis behaves as a body diagonal axis of the cubic structure. Contrary to other II–VI type semiconductors like ZnS which can be stable in both zinc blende and the hexagonal wurtzite-type structures, ZnO mainly prefer to crystallize in the form of the hexagonal wurtzite-type crystal structure at ambient pressure and temperature [16].
Figure 2.1. Line and ball representation of ZnO structures: (a) hexagonal wurtzite, (b) zinc blende and (c) rock salt [11, 15].

Ideally, ZnO with wurtzite structure has two interpenetrating hexagonal-close-packed sublattice which consists of one kind of atom (group II atom) is surrounded by the other kind of atom (group VI atom) along the threefold c-axis. In this structure, the primitive translation axis, a and b, locate at x-y plane with the angle of 120° and c lies in the z-axis. At room temperature, the values of primitive translation vector are 3.249 Å for a and b and 5.206 Å for c. The ratio c/a of the elementary translation vector is 1.602 and it deviates slightly from ideal value of 1.633 which belongs to the point group in the various notations 6 mm or \( C_{6v} \) and the space group \( P6_3mc \) or \( C^{4}_{6v} \) [17]. Furthermore, in a real crystal, the u parameter (which is a measure of the amount by which each atom is displaced with respect to next atom through to the c axis) also deviates from ideal value \((u=(1/3)(a^2/c^2)+(1/4)=0.379)\) by changing c/a ratio. Therefore, ZnO crystals deviate from ideal structure by changing c/a value and u parameter. In addition, there is a strong relationship between the c/a value and u parameter, as the c/a value decreases the u parameter increases, so, four tetrahedral distances are kept roughly constant in the lattice by means of the change of the tetrahedral angles because of the long-range polar interactions [11].
The deviation from the ideal wurtzite structure depends on the change of the lattice parameters which are affected by

- the concentration of the free electron which changes conduction band (CB) levels occupied by these electrons,
- the concentration of the impurity or doped atoms due to differences of the ionic radii with host matrix,
- external strains due to growth substrate and
- temperature.

The tetrahedral structure of the hexagonal wurtzite structure of ZnO, which forms with two interconnecting sublattices of Zn$^{2+}$ and O$^{2-}$, causes the polar symmetry. The structure contains four common face terminations;

*Basal crystal faces*

1. catalytically active Zn-terminated polar top surface (0001), with the surface energy of 4.0 J/m$^2$ and
2. catalytically inert O-terminated polar bottom surface (000$\bar{1}$), with the surface energy of 4.0 J/m$^2$,

*Prismatic crystal faces*

3. nonpolar surface of $\{11\bar{2}0\}$ with the surface energy of 2.0 J/m$^2$ and
4. nonpolar surface of $\{01\bar{1}0\}$ with the surface energy of 2.32 J/m$^2$ [18, 19].

The polarity of ZnO structure due to different chemical activity, stability and surface energy of the surfaces is responsible for the various properties such as piezoelectricity and spontaneous polarization. In addition, these differences in the surface polarity also affect the crystal growth and defect generation and they are the key factors in nano-micro crystal growth process [20]. The oppositely charges Zn-terminated top surface and O-terminated bottom surface form a dipole moment in the each unit cell perpendicular the basal plane and so give rise to spontaneous polarization along the c-
axis of the crystal. This polarization causes to instability of the polar surfaces of the ZnO crystal and can be eliminated by

- adsorption of the impurity or doping atoms,
- surface reconstruction,
- surface relaxation,
- get rid of surface atoms,
- reorganization of the electronic structure and
- deformation of the crystal along the polar axis.

2.2.2 Electronic band structures of ZnO

Due to their principal technological applications like optoelectronic field and heterogeneous catalysis, the electronic band structure of the ZnO is important to be understood for its utility in devices and for further improving the performance of these devices [21]. Several experimental techniques such as angle resolved photoelectron spectroscopy, x-ray induced photo absorption and photoemission spectroscopy have been commonly used to understand the electronic band structure of ZnO [22-25].

The band structure of ZnO has been also explored by the theoretically studies by a number of groups using the local density approximation (LDA) with standard self-interaction-corrected [24] or atomic self-interaction-corrected pseudo potentials (SIC-PP’s) [26]. In the LDA band structure determining techniques, Zn 3d electron positions are very crucial since if the d electrons are treated as core electrons, calculated lattice constants are 18% far from the experimental values for ZnO. However, if the d electrons are truly taken into account, the band gap can be miscalculated or d electron positions can be different than the determined from the experimental studies.

Vogel et al. reported ab initio calculations of electronic properties of ZnO by using the SIC-PP’s band structure determining technique [26]. They reported that band structure was along the high symmetry lines in the hexagonal Brillouin zone presented as in
Figure 2.2. They also showed that the valance band (VB) maxima and conduction band (CB) minima fit into one another at Γ point which indicates that ZnO is direct band gap semiconductor.

![Band structure determination of ZnO with LDA using SIC-PP](image)

**Figure 2.2.** Band structure determination of ZnO with LDA using SIC-PP [26].

In Figure 2.2, Zn 3d bonding state appears at around -9 eV (the bottom 10 bands), O 2p energy level emerges from -5 eV to 0 eV (middle 6 bands) and the first two CB correspond to empty Zn 3s bonding state. Therefore, the band gap of ZnO was determined as 3.37 eV by theoretical calculations with LDA using SIC-PPs and this was close to experimental value (3.3 eV) [27]. The difference is probably due to failure in modeling Zn 3d electron levels.

### 2.2.3 Optical properties of ZnO

The optical properties of a given semiconductor is critical in determining its potential utility. Therefore, a detailed knowledge of the band structure is important if the semiconductor is considered as in a family members of the materials for device applications. The optical properties of ZnO are influenced by the energy band structure and altered with both intrinsic and extrinsic transitions [28, 29]. Although intrinsic transitions take place between CB electrons and VB holes, extrinsic transitions are connected with the discrete electronic states which found between VB and CB and created as a result of the electronic state of dopants or defects. The electronic states of
excitons which can be bound with neutral or charged acceptor or donor states of
dopants or defects depend on the band structure of the host semiconductor material.
These discrete electronic states influence absorption and emission process and thus,
influence final optical properties of ZnO. Figure 2.3 shows electron energy level
diagram of copper doped ZnO nanowires and effect of the defect and dopant energy
states on the band gap of the ZnO. Various groups have studied the optical properties
of ZnO by means of a variety of the experimental techniques like ultraviolet-visible
(UV-Vis) spectroscopy [30], photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy [31] and
calorimetric spectroscopy [32].

![Figure 2.3. Schematic diagram of electron energy level band diagram of the defects in the Cu doped ZnO nanowires [33].](image)

UV-Vis spectroscopy of ZnO is the measurement of the near and ultraviolet light
absorbed by ZnO and presents an absorption band located at the wavelength of 360
nm [34]. Band gap energy ($E_g$) value of ZnO depends on the location of the adsorption
band edge. It is obtained by plotting the absorption coefficient ($\alpha$) – photon energy
($h\nu$) graph and extrapolating the straight-line portion of this plot to the $h\nu$ axis. $E_g$
value of ZnO is determined as 3.37 eV which makes ZnO a suitable material short
wavelength photonic applications required UV or blue spectral range.
It can be tunable by decreasing particle size or doping with various cations. A reduction of $E_g$ value of ZnO is observed in the case of decreasing particle size [35] or doping with various cations. Aravind et al. reported that $E_g$ value of Cu doped ZnO changes from 3.30 eV to 3.19 eV with increase in Cu amount [36]. This red shift in the $E_g$ value can be explained with the sp-d spin-exchange interactions between the localized d electrons of incorporated transition metal ions and band electrons of host semiconductors. Figure 2.4 shows the change of the $E_g$ values of ZnO nanostructures with particle size and incorporated Cu amount.

\[ \text{Figure 2.4. The change of the } E_g \text{ values of ZnO nanostructures with particle size [37] and incorporated Cu amount [36].} \]

PL spectroscopy measurements give information about not only optical properties but also defect structure of ZnO. Earlier works presented that ZnO exhibits three PL bands centered at 390, 510 and 640 nm labeled at UV, green and orange emission, respectively. UV emission is related with the direct recombination of excitons [38], green emission is attributed to oxygen vacancies [39] and yellow emission is associated with oxygen interstitials [40].

Wei et al. reported that the optical properties of ZnO can be improved with controlling the size and morphology of ZnO nanorods through a wet chemical method [41]. They found that crystal quality also affect the final optical properties of ZnO. In a related study, reducing density of defects of ZnO prisms results in a decrease in the
recombination center of defect and so, high intensity of the UV emission band and low intensity of the visible emission band in photoluminescence spectra [42] are obtained.

2.2.4 Magnetic properties of ZnO

The control of the spin in magnetic materials along with electron charges of semiconductors appears promising for a new class of devices; spintronics devices. A key requirement in this devices is that host material should be ferromagnetic at room temperature. Furthermore, they should have efficient spin-polarized carrier injection and transport. Therefore, to achieve spin injection into these materials is developing new class of materials; diluted magnetic oxides (DMS). As magnetic atoms, transition metals (TM) (Ti, Cr, Mn, Co, Fe, Ni and Cu) have been used due to their partially filled d states.

Most of the earlier work on DMSs has been on III-V type semiconductors, which have low solubility for TM [43, 44]. More recently, II-VI type TM-incorporated semiconductors have been explored, as they allow high dopant concentrations and exhibit potential in achieving magnetic ordering at around ambient temperatures [45, 46]. Among various II-VI type semiconductor metal oxides, ZnO has provoked great interest as a DMS due to its wide band gap (3.37 eV) and large exciton binding energy (60 meV) [47]. In addition, both the theoretical predictions and experimental studies indicated that TM-incorporated ZnO has RTFM property with a curie temperature above room temperature (300 K) [48, 49].
2.3 Application fields of ZnO

Due to its unique properties, ZnO is widely used in a wide range of applications ranging from cosmetics to optoelectronic devices. General application fields and a worldwide consumption, nearly $10^5$ ton per year, of ZnO are shown in Figure 2.5. General application fields can be classified as:

- electronics and electrotechnology industries (gas sensors, solar cells, field effect transistors, light emitting diodes, varistors and spintronic devices),
- photocatalyst industry,
- textile industry,
- rubber industry,
- pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries

![Figure 2.5. General application fields of ZnO and worldwide consumption diagram of ZnO [50].](image)

2.3.1 Electronic and optoelectronic applications of ZnO

ZnO is widely used material in many different electronic and optoelectronic industries including gas sensors, solar cells, field effect transistors, light emitting diodes, varistors and spintronic devices.
2.3.1.1 Gas sensors

Since the atmospheric air contains various types of chemical species, some of which are vital but many others are harmful to living organisms. After the first demonstration of gas sensing property of germanium in 1953 [51], researchers have been focused on the semiconductor-based gas sensing materials. After the famous lecture of Feymann’s in 1959 “There’s plenty room at the bottom”, researchers studied on the gas sensors have focused on the new opportunities in nano-scale materials. With the high surface-to-volume ratio, nanosensors made with non-porous and uniform sized nanoparticles or thin films potentially perform better gas-sensor signals due to better interaction of gas molecules with the surface of the semiconductor metal oxides. Later on 1962, ZnO was reported as a new alternative for gas detector.

ZnO is attracting significant attention in chemical and environmental sensor applications because their nature and concentration of adsorbed species on their surfaces affect their electrical conductivity. Oxygen vacancies formed in ZnO structure are responsible for the observed high sensitivity of the electrical properties to the presence of adsorbed molecules and allow the tuning of the conductance of the oxide. The unique ability to form a variety of nanostructures such as nanowires, nanocombs, nanorings, nanobelts makes ZnO attractive material for gas sensing applications such as hydrogen, ethanol, ammonia and acetone [52-55]. It is also used for detection of CO and CO₂ gases in mines and alarm equipments [56]. Figure 2.6 shows NH₃ gas sensing mechanism of an individual ZnO nanowire in air and in an NH₃ environment [57].

The sensitivity of gas sensors can be improved by controlling the grain size and porosity of the ZnO; smaller sized ZnO nanoparticles with controlled porosity is preferred for the gas sensor applications [58, 59]. Therefore, to control particle size and porosity, synthesis method of ZnO nanostructures is important for the determining final sensitivity of the gas sensor.
2.3.1.2 Solar cells

Solar cell is an electronic device which directly converts sunlight into electricity. The working principle of solar cell device is based on the photovoltaic effect. A well-known photovoltaic device is the single-crystalline silicon solar cell which operate on the principle of the p-n junctions. However due to high material cost of the single-crystalline silicon solar cell, thin film solar cells have been studied worldwide. With the development of the dye synthesized solar cells (DSSCs), the usage of the ZnO based DSSCs has extensively increased since although lower conversion efficient (0.4-5.8 \%) than that of 11\% for TiO$_2$, easily crystallization and anisotropic growth makes ZnO a distinguished alternative to TiO$_2$ [60]. Figure 2.7 indicates the schematic illustration of typical ZnO based solar cell.

**Figure 2.6.** NH$_3$ gas sensing mechanism of an individual ZnO nanowire in air and in an NH$_3$ environment [57].
ZnO film based solar cells show an improvement solar cell efficiency from 2% to 5% by means of a controlled dye-sensitization procedure with avoiding dye-aggregation [62]. Morphology of ZnO nanostructures used in DSSC is also important for the overall device efficiency. Ko et al. reported that special nanoforest morphological ZnO nanostructures with high density, long branched treelike nanowires show a significantly improved DSSC power conversion efficiency and five times higher light conversion efficiency than that of ZnO nanowires [63].

2.3.1.3 Light emitting devices

A light emitting diode (LED) is a device which emits visible light during the passing electric current through it. The light in most LEDs is monochromatic (single wavelength). However, the output of LED can have a wavelength in the range from red to blue-violet. A led consists of p- and n- type semiconductors which are placed in direct contact to each other and form p-n junction. Therefore, the LED can allow visible or IR energy to pass through. Low power requirement, high efficiency, fast switching time, long life, remote control and LCD panel backlighting are the advantages of LEDs over the classical fluorescent illumination.

ZnO based heterestructure LED was fabricated in 1969 by Drapak [64]. After that, ZnO-based heterostructures have great interest due to its large excition binding energy.
As a wide bandgap semiconductor, ZnO has substantial advantages in ultraviolet LEDs, laser and electronic devices working at high temperature operations due to its high exciton binding energy, tunable bandgap, chemical stability and opportunity to produce large and high quality single crystal wafers [65]. Figure 2.8 shows a schematic illustration of the structure of the ZnO-based UV LED devices employing in the presence of a BeZnO/ZnO active layer.

![Figure 2.8. A schematic illustration of the ZnO-based UV LED devices [66].](image)

An important issue to fabricate high quality LEDs is the structural similarity between the semiconductors forming the heterojunctions since lattice mismatch can cause the defect formation which deforms p-n junction interface by forming non-radiative centers. Therefore, ZnO-GaN heterostructure is attractive because lattice parameter of GaN has very close lattice parameters to ZnO (the lattice mismatch ~1.8%). In addition their $E_g$ values are similar ($E_g$: 3.3 (ZnO) and 3.4 (GaN)) [67].

**2.3.1.4 Varistors**

A varistor is an electronic ceramic device with an electrical resistivity which changes with the applied voltage. Its primary function is to sense and limit transient voltage surges without being destroyed. It can be used both in ac or dc fields and over a wide range of voltages, from a few volts to tens of kilovolts, and a wide range of currents, from microamperes to kiloamperes.
Varistor technology is one of the most important applications of ZnO in electronics. The primary function of ZnO varistors is to sense and limit transient voltage surges and to do so repeatedly without being destroyed. Chemical composition as well as the processing techniques used to synthesize the varistor have an effect on the electrical characteristics of a varistor. Porosity and inhomogeneous distribution of particles in a varistor cause the formation of hot spots so failure of the varistor occurs at a lower current density than the expected value. ZnO varistors are known as voltage limiters, nonlinear resistors, variable resistors, surge suppressors and surge protectors. In varistors, after spherical ZnO powders are mixed with the powders of other oxides such as those of Bi$_2$O$_3$, Sb$_2$O$_3$, MnO, CoO and Cr$_2$O$_3$, conventional pressing and sintering techniques are applied to the powder compacts [68]. Nonlinear characteristic as well as the range of voltage and current over which the device can be used is far superior to those of SiC based devices makes ZnO the most popular nonlinear resistor prior to the advent of the ZnO varistor.

Synthesis method of ZnO is important to fabricate a good quality varistor. Spherical ZnO particles prepared with aqueous precipitation method have been shown to be suitable for varistor applications due to uniform size distribution [69]. Singhal et al. reported that size of precursor ZnO particles affects the critical voltage of varistor [68]. They found that smaller sized particles decrease critical voltage since reducing grain size allows increasing grain boundary per unit volume and so improves breakdown voltage. Microemulsion technique has some advantages for varistor application since it provides the possibility of (i) prevention of contamination, (ii) precise control over stoichiometry, (iii) surfactant act as source of metal ions and (iv) precise control size of nanoparticles.

Another important factor to improve varistor performance is homogeneously distributed dopants throughout the grain boundary [70]. This can be achieved by the usage of the particles in the nano scale. However, dopant concentration should be below the certain limit because the dopants concentrations were increased, the electrical properties including coefficient of nonlinearity and breakdown voltage slowly deteriorated.
2.3.1.5 Spintronic devices

New generation information processing devices is an advanced form of the electronic devices based on the both electronic charge and spin movement of electrons. This type of devices is called “spintronic device”, which is a combination of standard microelectronics and magnetic properties of the material. The advantages of spintronic device are nonvolatility, high speed of data processing, low electric power consumption. Requirements of the spintronic device are the ferromagnetic property of the host material above the room temperature, efficient spin-polarized carrier injection and transport. Among the wide band gap semiconductors, ZnO has advantage due to providing charge, photonic and spin-based functionality. In addition, room temperature carrier-mediated ferromagnetism is another advantage of ZnO obtained by means of doping with several transition metal such as Mn, Cr, Ni and Cu. Figure 2.9 shows a schematic illustration of the spin solar cell.

![Schematic illustration of the spin solar cell](image)

Figure 2.9. A schematic illustration of the spin solar cell [71].

2.3.2 Photocatalytic applications of ZnO

In the past of few decades, many researchers have studied the production of semiconductor oxide nanoparticles for the application of photocatalytic devices. The mechanism of photocatalytic devices based on the acceleration of a photoreaction of
catalyst, which is usually semiconductors with wide band gap, in the presence of solar energy. The photocatalytic ability of semiconductors is determined by the ability to create electron-hole pairs under photo illumination. For photocatalytic irradiation, sunlight is abundantly available as natural energy source and its energy can be conveniently exploited for the irradiation of semiconducting materials. UV irradiation is another energy source for degradation of organics.

Neppolian et. al. reported that while solar energy is a cost effective light source due to its abundance and non-hazardous nature, the UV irradiation can bring better efficiency in the degradation of textile dyes [72]. When semiconductor nanocrystals are illuminated with UV energy not less than the band gap energy of semiconductor, they produce holes in the VB and electrons in the CB [73]. Photocatalytic reactions take place on the surface of semiconductor nanocrystals when these charge carries reach the crystal surface and react with adsorbed molecules. A schematic representation of the photocatalytic reaction is shown in Figure 2.10.

![Figure 2.10. A schematic representation of the photocatalytic reaction of semiconductors](http://www.smita-iitd.com/research-highlights/self-cleaning-finish/ Last accessed on 12.12.2014).
With the irritation of the semiconductor surface by light which has equal or higher energy than the band gap of semiconductor, a photo excited VB electron is promoted to the CB so that it leaves a hole behind the VB. For the photocatalytic degradation of a various environmental contaminants, TiO$_2$, ZnO, ZrO$_2$, Fe$_2$O$_3$, CdS and ZnS have been used. Among various semiconductor materials TiO$_2$ and ZnO have been recognized as the two most active catalysts due to their wide band gap and widely used in the removal of toxic, harmful or hazardous organic pollutants [74]. As a comparison, ZnO has more attention due to similar band gap energy (3.37 eV) and lower cost than TiO$_2$.

However, simple ZnO nanoparticles could not completely meet all of the needs of devices since photocatalytic devices require high energy UV light to activate ZnO as catalysts leading to low efficiency in visible and near infrared regions. In order to solve this drawback, considerable efforts have been spent in improving photocatalytic ability of ZnO nanoparticles which is determined by the ability to create electron-hole ($e^−/h^+$) pairs under photo illumination. When a ZnO crystal absorbs a photon which has energy greater than or equal to the band gap energy of ZnO, an electron may be promoted from the valence band to the CB and hole forms in the valence band.

2.3.3 Applications of ZnO in textile industry

The growing of health and hygiene concerns in textile based consumer products brings in an increasing demand in development new materials for textile finishing with UV-blocking, antimicrobial and self-cleaning surface properties. Antimicrobial properties for example can be achieved by applying nano sized silver and self-cleaning and UV blocking properties are imparted by the use of TiO$_2$ nanostructures [75]. ZnO nanoparticles have superior UV-blocking property in addition its antimicrobial and in some cases self-cleaning properties making a good candidate in technological textile industry comparable to above mentioned novel surface finishes [76]. In particular, nano-sized ZnO is more efficient at absorbing and scattering UV radiation than the conventional size due to increased surface area and intense absorption in the UV region [77].
An important issue on the textile coating is stability of the coating after the laundering of textile. Ates and Unalan reported that ZnO nanowires grown by a microwave-assisted hydrothermal method and functionalized with steric acid to achieve super-hydrophobic property are found to be stable for up to four time washing at 50 °C under continuous stirring for 15 min [78].

2.2.4 Applications of ZnO in rubber industry

A major portion of global production of ZnO is consumed in the rubber industry to fabricate various cross-linked rubber product. ZnO powder is added to increase thermal conductivity of pure silicone rubber while keeping its high electrical resistance and so promising candidates as high performance engineering materials. With the addition of ZnO at nano-scale, high thermal conductivity can be achieved even at relatively low amount of ZnO addition [79]. However, in polymer matrix, aggregation of ZnO nanostructures to form larger size particles is observed due to the weak interaction between the surface of the nanoparticles and polymer. In order to solve this aggregation problem. Yuen et al. reported that surface modified ZnO nanoparticles with the vinyl silane group are added into the silicone rubber through hydrosilylation reaction [80]. These composites exhibited higher thermal conductivity and better mechanical properties because of the formation of a cross-linked structure with the silicone rubber matrix and better dispersion in the matrix.

Przybyszewska and Zaborski investigated the effect of surface area, particle size and morphology of ZnO on the activity of cross linking process [81]. They found that nano-scale particle size results in the better mechanical properties and higher cross link density compared with the micro-size particles. Furthermore, tensile strength is four times greater in nano scale size than that of micro scale size of particles. They also reported that the highest activity of cross linking is obtained when three dimensional snowflake morphological ZnO particles are used.
2.2.5 Pharmaceutical and cosmetic applications of ZnO

Antibacterial, disinfecting and drying properties of ZnO give an opportunity to use in the various kinds of medicines. It has been used as orally administered medicines for epilepsy and diarrhea. By means of accelerating wound healing property, ZnO has been also used as dermatological substances against inflammation. In addition, it has been also used in the dentistry as a dental paste components and temporary filling agents. Another important application field in medicine is as relief agent for diaper rash of babies. This type creams containing up to 40% ZnO.

ZnO is also an important material to preserve from skin cancer which is the most common type of cancer in the United States. Traditional sun-blocks containing various kind of chemicals may cause some skin irritation. New generation sun creams should prevent sun’s UV radiation from reaching the skin. They should be absorb both UVB (290-320 nm) and UVA (320-400 nm) light and provide high sun protection factor products. A mixture of ZnO and TiO₂ has been used to provide an effective broad spectrum physical sun-blockers [82]. Particle size of these components are important since large ZnO particles results in a white barrier that is not cosmetically appealing. When ZnO structures with the nano scale particle size are used, suncreams efficiently absorb UV radiation, do not irritate the skin and easily absorbed by the skin.

2.4 Synthesis methods of ZnO

Due to the specific needs in diverse applications, there has been a strong interest in development of preparation methods enabling of production of ZnO nanostructures with well-controlled size and shape. In addition, low production cost, high product yield, simple equipment requirements are the other of key factor for the choosing the synthesis technique. Many methods ranging from gas-phase processes to solution routes have been intensively investigated for synthesis ZnO nanostructures. According to temperature, synthesis methods can be classified into two main groups; i) vapor based synthesis techniques and ii) solution based synthesis techniques.
2.4.1 Vapor based synthesis techniques

These methods are high temperature (~1000 °C) required synthesis methods and can be divided into two main groups:

1. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD),
2. Physical vapor deposition (PVD).

2.4.1.1 Chemical vapor deposition

The chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is a technique based on a chemical reaction between gaseous forms of the precursors at the surface of the substrate material. A schematic representation of the general process steps is shown in Figure 2.11 and include three main stages: i) the generation of the volatile carrier compound, ii) the transportation of the volatile compound by the means of special gases introduced into the system and iii) the chemical reaction on the substrate to form a solid product. The most commonly used form of CVD method is thermal-CVD [83]. Melting point of selected precursor material should be lower than that of the substrate material. This method is usually used in semiconductor industry to produce high-purity and high-performance thin films and 1D structures [84, 85]. In addition, less chemical contamination can be achieved when the noncatalyst growth process is employed [86].

Metal-organic-CVD (MOCVD) [87] and plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD) [88] are the other generic types of CVD method. MOCVD provides to opportunity for the growth of highly oriented arrays of ZnO nanowires on the substrate surface but it is not cost effective process due to high temperature requirements [89]. PECVD enables the growth of 1D ZnO nanostructures on thermally labile substrates at the relatively lower growth temperatures without any need to the catalyst materials which are used to reduce melting temperature of the precursor material.
2.4.1.2 Physical vapor deposition

The physical vapor deposition (PVD) is a technique based on the firstly vaporization of the precursor material in the form of atoms or molecules from a solid or liquid source and then transportation of these gas through a vacuum or low pressure gaseous environment onto a substrate. Generally, PVD technique is used to deposit film structure with the thickness range from a few to thousands nanometers. The most commonly used PVD techniques are; vacuum deposition and sputter deposition methods.

Vacuum deposition usually takes place in the gas pressure range of $10^5$ to $10^9$ Torr and provides to inhibit the possibility of the gaseous contamination. Generally, thermal evaporation of the source material is done using thermal heated source. Sputter deposition technique is based on the vaporization of particles from a target surface by the physical sputtering process. In this process, surface atoms are physically ejected from a solid surface by means of atomic sized energetic particles accelerated from plasma. Sputter deposition can be done by ionic bombardment of solid surface in vacuum using low pressure plasma ($<5$ m Torr) or high pressure plasma (5-30 m Torr).

Figure 2.11. A schematic illustration of CVD process [retrieved from: http://www.azonano.com/ Last accessed on 17.11.2014].
2.4.2 Solution based synthesis methods

Each synthesis method can directly affect the final properties of ZnO nanostructures. Dispersion of the different phases (ions and particles) is the basic phenomena of the solution based synthesis methods. These methods usually require low temperature synthesis media (~100 °C). Solution based synthesis methods can be classified as:

1. Hydrothermal method,
2. Spray pyrolysis,
3. Sol-gel method,
4. Microemulsion method,
5. Precipitation method.

2.4.2.1 Hydrothermal method

Hydrothermal synthesis method is based on the chemical reactions of substances above ambient temperature and pressure in a sealed heated solution. This method has advantageous to obtain high-purity, highly crystalline reaction products and also advantageous to control particle size and morphology by adjusting the source species, reaction temperature and time [90]. ZnO nanoforms with various morphologies are produced by hydrothermal method which does not require the use of organic solvents for shape control. The synthesis of ZnO nanostructures are carried out in an autoclave, where the substrate materials are heated gradually to a temperature 100-300 °C [91]. A number of studies have shown that processing parameters including reaction time, temperature, the usage of surfactant and the type of surfactant material can affect the final size and morphology of ZnO nanostructures [92-94]. For example, mono-dispersed ZnO nanorods with the average diameter smaller than 50 nm and the aspect ratio to 30-40 can be synthesized with hydrothermal method by mixing a proper zinc salt and NaOH solution at 180 °C for 20 h in an electric oven [91]. During the synthesis, as a result of heating to reaction temperature then cooling to room temperature, firstly, ZnO crystal nuclei forms and then these nucleus grow, thus the diverse sizes and morphologies of resulted ZnO nanostructures are obtained. A mixture of needle- and
plate-like ZnO particles were synthesized by hydrothermal treatment of a washed precipitate of Zn(OH) formed by mixing ZnCl₂ and NaOH [95].

2.4.2.2 Spray pyrolysis

A conventional spray pyrolysis method is based on the atomizing precursor solutions, drying the droplets and reacting the precursor particles at high temperatures in the gas phase [96]. High purity ZnO nanostructures can be synthesized by using spray pyrolysis method [97]. Formation of non-agglomerated particles without milling, control over particle size and particle size distribution, control over crystallinity (grain size), and formation of homogeneous materials are advantages of the preparation of ZnO phosphor samples by using spray pyrolysis.

ZnO nanoparticles were made by flame spray pyrolysis of zinc acrylate–ethanol–acetic acid solution and by changing the solution feed rate, the average primary particle diameter can be controlled from 10 to 20 nm [98]. In addition, the chosen of the precursor materials is important since the chemical nature of the precursor material can directly affect morphology and structure of the reaction products.

2.4.2.3 Sol-gel method

Sol-gel technique is generally defined as the transition of a liquid solution into a solid gel matrix. It is based on the both physical chemical reactions involving hydrolysis condensation drying and densification [99]. Applying sol-gel method to fabricate ZnO nanostructures is the subject of much interest due to its reliability, repeatability, simplicity, and comparatively mild conditions of synthesis. It is usually used for template assisted nanowire fabrication and thin film and enables the surface modification of ZnO with selected organic compounds. Vertically oriented ZnO nanowires have been fabricated using a template by a cathodically induced sol–gel electrodeposition method at room temperature [100]. Fabrication of a large area thin film is easily carried with the sol-gel method which provides to control over the film composition and uniformity of thickness. The annealing temperature is an important
parameter to determine structure of thin films [101]. The crystallite sizes increase with increasing annealing temperature and so thin film crystallinity has been improved with annealing. Figure 2.12 exhibits a general overview for the fabricating films from a colloidal sol and powder from gel.

**Figure 2.12.** Schematic representations of two synthesis examples by the sol–gel method; (a) films from a colloidal sol and (b) powder from a colloidal sol transformed into a gel [102].

Various morphological ZnO nanostructures can be synthesized with sol-gel method. Ba-Abbad et al. investigated both experimental synthesizing of spherical shaped ZnO powders by sol-gel from zinc acetate dehydrate, oxalic acid and ethanol and theoretical investigation of the influence of process parameters involving molar ratio of the starting materials, pH and the calcination temperature on the particle size of ZnO [103]. They theoretically determined the optimum conditions for obtaining a minimum particle size of ZnO (size: 22.9 nm); a molar ratio of 1.76 of precursors, pH of 1.50 and calcination at 402.2 °C. The obtainable particle size upon applying the theoretically determined conditions is $18 \pm 2 \text{ nm}$. 
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2.4.2.4 Microemulsion method

Another versatile technique for synthesis of ZnO nanoparticles is microemulsion method, which does not require any complex preparation procedure, sophisticated equipment and rigorous experimental conditions, but still providing possibilities in controlling the size and morphology of the ZnO powders in a size scale approaching to nanometers. In 1940s, the concept of microemulsion was introduced by Hoor and Schulman [104]. They realized a milky emulsion containing hexanol converted into a clear single phase solution by titrating. The first description of microemulsion was made in 1981 by Danielson and Lindman. They defined microemulsion as “a system of water, oil and amphiphile which is single optically isotropic and thermodynamically stable liquid solution” [105].

According to thermodynamical stability, dispersion of two immiscible liquids can be classified as macro, mini or microemulsion. Droplet size is 2-20 μm for macro-, 0.1-0.3 μm for mini-, < 0.1 μm for micro, ~0.01 μm for miceller- and ~0.001 μm for molecular-emulsion. The key differences between macro and microemulsion are thermodynamic stability, appearance and commercial production types. Opposite to macroemulsions, microemulsions show thermodynamically stability so phase separation does not take place for a long time. In addition, macroemulsions require a mechanical mixing/stirring to achieve temporary stability [106]. Furthermore, microemulsions are clear or translucent appearance, while macroemulsions are cloudy. Generally, microemulsions can be classified into two main groups. First one is water in oil (w/o) called as reverse or inverted micelles wherein water droplet are dispersed in continuous oil phase. The other microemulsion type is oil in water (o/w) named as normal micelles wherein oil droplets are dispersed in the continuous aqueous phase. the terms of water and oil are very general; the “water” term is usually used for highly polar and hydrophilic liquid while the “oil” term defines hydrophobic and nonpolar liquids [107].
Figure 2.13 shows a schematic representation of normal and reverse micelle structures. In reverse micelle system, there is free water in core called as “nanoreactors” in nanoparticle synthesis. Both microemulsion system is stabilized by addition of surfactants addition (surface active agent). The presence of surfactant molecules in the oil-water system provides to change the nature of interaction between oil and water from repulsive to attractive forces.

Surfactants are comprised of polar hydrophilic head group and non-polar hydrophobic tail group which contains hydrocarbon chain containing about 8-18 carbon atoms. They are classified as anionic, cationic and non-ionic surfactants according to their head group. Surfactants are employed in microemulsion formation by lowering the interfacial tension of oil-water surface by adsorption so they minimize the positive free energy change of dispersion related with surface formation [106]. Aerosol OT (AOT, sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate) which has been used for a long time [108] is an anionic surfactant with two hydrocarbon chains and does not require usage of co-surfactant in order to form microemulsion [109].

![Figure 2.13. Schematic representation of normal and reverse micelle structures.](image-url)
Generally, microemulsions are prepared by using two different routes. In first one, nanoparticles are synthesized by preparing a single microemulsion. One of the reactants is added inside the reverse micelle and another reactant is added directly to the system. In second route, two separate microemulsion solutions, one containing a salt and the other containing a reducing agent are prepared [110]. After mixing these solutions, nucleation occurs in the micelle edge and then growth takes place around the nuclei in nanoreactor droplet [111]. Droplets are very small in size so; they are subjected to Brownian motion. They continuously collide into aggregates and disintegrate into droplets. Due to these continuous coalescence and decoalescence process, the content of water pool will be distributed over the all microemulsion system. As a result, nanoparticles are synthesized homogeneously in all microemulsion solution.

Spherical ZnO nanoparticles with very small size (<5 nm) and uniform size distribution can be synthesized by forming reverse micelle with several nanometer sized water droplets when NP series (polyoxyethylene nonylphenyl ether) are used as surfactant. These water droplets act as reactor to take place hydrolysis reaction of zinc source and prevent growth of nanoparticles and give spherical shape to ZnO nanoparticles. Therefore, narrow and very small size particles are synthesized. With regard to the synthesis of nanoparticles by the microemulsion techniques, nanoparticles size can be controlled by changing the length of chain of surfactants. When surfactant with longer hydrophilic chain are used, considerably small size reverse micelle so small size ZnO nanoparticles are fabricated such as nanoparticles size 3.9 nm for short hydrophilic chain and 2.4 nm for long hydrophilic chain [112].

ZnO hexagonal nano prisms are synthesized by using PVP as surfactant. PVP layers at the interface between water and oil can act as template for the growth of ZnO because the hydrophilic and negatively charged head of PVP is directly attach to Zn$^{2+}$ cation of zinc source. By reaction at high temperature, ZnO growth from the positively charged Zn$^{2+}$. PVP molecules are also employed as passivants to quench the visible emission of ZnO so, in the presence of PVP, ZnO hexagonal nanoprisms with high crystal quality exhibit the intensive near-band-edge UV photoluminescence [113].
ZnO nanorods with approximately 16 nm average diameter are fabricated using dodecyl benzene sulfonic acid sodium (DBS) assistant by a simple microemulsion method at a low temperature (61.2 °C). ZnO nanorod samples show strong ultraviolet emission peak in the time dependent photoluminescence spectra. This indicates that the surface quality of the ZnO nanorods is very high when DBS is used as surfactant [114]. Surfactant addition, DBS, is a key condition to produce 1D nanostructures, nanorods. Without surfactant, larger sized aggregated nanoparticles are obtained. When surfactant concentration increases to a certain level, the micelle size and thus the diameters of the ZnO nanocrystals formed in these rodlike micelles decrease [115]. Reaction time is also a critical issue to synthesize ZnO with different size and morphologies. At the initial stage, the microemulsion droplets determines the nucleation process and the shape of ZnO nanostructures so spherical ZnO nanostructures are fabricated. With the extension of the reaction time, the growth process will dominate to control the shape of ZnO nanostructures so 1D nanoparticles and nanorods are synthesized. The evidenced evolution process from nanoparticles to high aspect ratio and single crystalline 1D nanostructures suggested that the formation process might involve a directed aggregation growth process mediated by microemulsion droplets, in which microemulsion droplets play an important role in modulating crystal size and shape through controlling nucleation rate and nuclei size at the initial stage [116]. After the nucleation process finished at longer heating duration, the directed aggregation growth of microemulsion droplets might occur due to simultaneously collision, conglutination, and amalgamation of different microemulsion droplets. A linear aggregation occurred between the droplets and provided a favorable environment for the recrystallization into a single-crystalline 1D structure along a preferred orientation [117].

Synthesis time, temperature and precursor salt type also affect the morphology of ZnO nanorods. With increasing annealing period (2.5-4h) for a fixed calcination temperature (780°C), the diameter of ZnO nanorods increases. Moreover, at constant annealing time (2.5h), the length and diameter of ZnO nanorods increased with annealing temperature (780-820°C). Therefore, the mean diameter and length of ZnO nanorods increased with increasing annealing temperature and time [118].
Different morphologies of ZnO nanostructures are also synthesized by changing the concentration of microemulsion component. Needle-like, columnar, and spherical morphologies can be obtained when Triton X-100, Zn(NO$_3$)$_2$ and PEG400 are used as surfactant, zinc source and directing agent, respectively. Passivant, PEG400, addition provides to control the crystal growth by adsorption and encapsulation the nuclei surface and so provides to control final morphology of ZnO nanostructures. In the absence of PEG400, needle-like ZnO with 150–200 nm in length were prepared due to the preferential growth of ZnO crystal growth along the (0001) direction. This shows that restricting effect of the microemulsion, and the surfactant molecules present at the interface controls the excess growth of structures. In the addition of PEG400 with appropriate amounts, during growth process, the directing agent adsorbs on some surfaces of ZnO nuclei, including the face in the (0001) direction.

2.4.2.5 Precipitation method

Since the synthesis route determines the later properties of the material, the preparation method chosen is a very important issue to synthesize ZnO with different size and morphology. High temperature synthesis process of ZnO nanoparticles is unfavorable due to high energy consumption. Template synthesis approaches also lead to some problems such as incorporation of impurities deteriorating the optical/electrical properties of the ZnO particles. On the other hand, aqueous precipitation method can be employed for large scale production of phase pure ZnO nanoparticles at economically/technologically relevant conditions.

Furthermore, synthesizing ZnO with a repeatable process is possible with precipitation method. In this method, fast and spontaneous reduction of a precursor zinc salt occurs by means of using a reducing agent. Precipitation process is generally controlled by the precipitation pH, temperature, time, concentration of reagents, addition and concentration of chelating agent [119-121].

Hong et al. reported that a controlled precipitation method which was carried out using zinc acetate and ammonium carbonate as zinc precursor and reducing agent [122]. To
obtain ZnO nanoparticles with the diameter of 40 nm, a calcination treatment at 450 °C for 3 h was required. However, in this process, agglomeration of particles is a problem. To solve this challenge, calcination can be applied after the heterogeneous azeotropic distillation of the precursor material. Thus, the agglomeration of particles is reduced and particle size decreases to 30 nm.

Lanje et al. used a single step precipitation process with large scale/cost effective preparation of ZnO nanostructures without unwanted impurities [123]. With the usage of low cost precursors such as zinc nitrate as zinc precursor and sodium hydroxide as reducing agent, ZnO nanoparticles were synthesized. To reduce the occurrence of agglomerates among the smaller particles, chelating agent containing many O-H groups which could bind the surface of the nanoparticles at the initial nucleation stage was used.

In presence of water-soluble surfactants/polymers or other similar kind of additives to tune the shape of ZnO nanostructures, aqueous based methods can be performed at relatively low temperature than the high-temperature non-aqueous methods [124]. Due to adsorption of surfactants or additives on specific growing direction, the relative growth rate in different crystallographic planes can change so anisotropic structures can be formed. Therefore, not only nucleation and particle growth, but also coagulation and flocculation of the particles can be affected by the presence of these types of compounds. Single-crystal ZnO nanorods are synthesized at relatively low temperature (100 °C) by using zinc acetate and polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) as precursors [125]. Although synthesis are carried at relatively low temperature, burning of the solid products are carried at 300 °C. To prepare ZnO nanorods, PVP addition plays an important role because as a template, PVP can be removed from the surface of particles by burning the solid products. Moreover, PVP provides to prevent the assembly of ZnO nanoparticles and the growth of ZnO nanorods along [0001] direction by possibly inhibiting the growth of other crystal faces.

A shape controlled precipitation method was also used by Li et al. [126]. Various shapes including forms resembling rice grains, nuts and rods were synthesized from
zinc nitrate hexahydrate and sodium hydroxide in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate and triethanolamine as cationic surfactants. It was found that the presence of surfactants affect both the size and morphology of the resultant ZnO particles.

When the water-soluble polymers, poly(vinyl methyl ether) (PVME) is used as shape-directing as well as a stabilizing agent, ZnO nanostructures with various shape can be synthesized at low precipitation temperature. Although in the absence of PVME addition, non-uniform morphological ZnO nanostructures are synthesized, the presence of PVME promotes the formation of dumbbell-shaped nanostructures as a result of the adsorption of PVME on some specific plane of ZnO nanostructures during its growth. pH has also effect on the morphology of ZnO nanostructures. Lance-shaped nanostructures are performed at lower NaOH concentrations, whereas, at higher NaOH concentrations, triangular ZnO nanostructures are synthesized. Consequently, ZnO nanostructures formed in presence of PVME are uniform and regular with three types of morphologies e.g., dumbbell, lance and triangle. But, the ZnO nanostructures prepared in absence of PVME are non-uniform and irregular shape with smaller size. Therefore, polymer addition at different NaOH concentration plays a crucial role in the formation of ZnO nanostructures with different morphologies and sizes [127].

Different adsorption ability of the different additive on various facets of ZnO leads to the different growth rate for different crystal faces. Solvent type has also effect on morphology of ZnO nanostructures. Ethylene glycol (EG) and water can be used in precipitation method during precipitation reaction. When EG is used as solvent, it restricts ZnO structures to grow along [0001] direction and so hinders the formation of 1-D structures. Moreover, the sizes of the obtained ZnO structures decrease. EG molecules can react with Zn$^{2+}$ ions and fasten on surface of ZnO nuclei. EG molecules are firstly linked to the (0001) plane of ZnO, which is Zn rich plane. At higher EG content, the number of connection between EG molecules and (0001) plane of ZnO nuclei will increase. Therefore, surface energy of growth direction will decrease. As a result, growth rate along the [0001] direction will decrease. So in the presence of EG as solvent, spherical ZnO nanostructures are synthesized. Another effect of EG on ZnO
structures is reducing the size of obtained structures due to a higher viscosity compared with water [128].

2.5 Functionalizing of ZnO with doping

Doping is a process in order to improve chemical, physical and optical properties of semiconductors by adding impurity atoms into semiconductor structure. Rare earth elements, noble metals and transition metals are used as doping materials for ZnO.

2.5.1 Rare earth doping

For optoelectronic devices, trivalent rare earth (RE) elements such as RE-GaN, RE-Si have received great research interest due to efficient energy transfer from host semiconductor to RE$^{3+}$ ions. In the rare earth doped ZnO structures, although most of the studies have been focused on the europium (Eu), scandium (Sc) and yttrium (Y) have been also studied to obtain highly transparent and conductive ZnO thin films [129].

2.5.2 Noble metals

Gold (Au), platinium (Pt), iridium (Ir), palladium (Pd), ruthenium (Ru), rhodium (Rh) and silver (Ag) are the examples of the noble metal class of the periodic table. In literature, Ag doped ZnO has been used for the photocatalytic applications, while Ru, Rh and Pt are used to increase the gas sensitivity properties of ZnO gas sensors [130]. Noble metals are resistant to corrosion and oxidation. Noble metals have lower Fermi level than that of ZnO. Thus, noble metal doping is used for the photocatalytic applications. Lower Fermi level provides to excite photo-generated electrons from CB of ZnO and remain a hole in the VB of ZnO. This electron transfer leads to higher photocatalytic activity according to pure condition by decreasing the possibility of the electron-hole recombination. The photocatalytic ability of the noble metal doped ZnO depends on the dopant amount since there is a critical dopant concentration to form electron-hole recombination centers.
If $e^-/h^+$ charge separation is maintained, they can migrate to the catalyst surface where they participate in redox reactions with adsorbed species. These $e^-/h^+$ pairs can be used for the oxidation of a wide range of organic molecules/contaminants [131]. During the reactions, organic molecules are oxidized with hole and adsorbed oxygen molecule is taken up by the electron. Therefore, highly active superoxide radical ($O_2^-$) forms and these superoxide radical transforms into reactive species like $HO^-$, $HO_2^-$, and $H_2O_2$, which act as oxidizing agents in the presence of moisture. Creation of self-cleaning surfaces, oxidation of organic contaminants and conversion of carbon dioxide into gaseous hydrocarbons are typical photocatalytic reactions.

The rapid recombination of the photogenerated $e^-/h^+$ pairs is the major limiting factor which hinders enhancement of photocatalytic activity of ZnO nanoparticles. To overcome this problem, semiconductor combination [132], transition metal doping [133] and noble metal deposition [134] have been applied. Among these techniques, noble metal deposition seems to be most promising. Loading with various noble metals such as Au, Pd and Ag could significantly improve photocatalytic activity of ZnO nanoparticles. Wu and Tseng reported significant enhancement of the photocatalytic activity of ZnO nanorods upon loading Au nanoparticles with sizes smaller than 15 nm [135]. By depositing an appropriate amount of Pd on the surface of the ZnO, the photocatalytic activity of ZnO nanoparticles could be greatly enhanced [136]. Doping ZnO nanoparticles with silver (Ag) has been also employed to enhance photocatalytic ability of ZnO nanoparticles [134]. Gouvea et al. prepared Ag doped ZnO photocatalyst exhibits better photocatalytic property than pure ZnO [137].

The exact role of Ag in increasing the visible light response of ZnO nanoparticles is intensively investigated for developing electronic and optoelectronic devices. In the photochemical reactions, Ag can trap the photogenerated electrons from the ZnO and form the holes to create hydroxyl radicals which provide the degradation reaction of organic species present. In addition, Ag can improve the photocatalytic activity of ZnO nanoparticles by creating a local electric field and enhance electrical properties by the optical vibration of surface plasmon [138]. Wang et. al. reported that surface properties
like oxygen vacancies and crystal defects also effect photocatalytic activity of Ag doped ZnO nanostructures [19].

### 2.5.3 Transition metals

There is currently intense interest in the origin of room temperature ferromagnetism (RTFM) in metal oxide nanoparticles. ZnO is one of the well-known semiconductor metal oxides, which has a wide direct band gap and large exciton binding energy at room temperature. Reduction in size to the nano scale, introduces novel electrical, mechanical, chemical and optical properties to ZnO nanomaterials due to surface and quantum confinement effects. For example, these unique properties give ZnO several advantages in spintronic devices due to room temperature ferromagnetism behavior when they are doped with small amounts of transition metals (TM). The definition of transition metals is made by IUPAC as "an element whose atom has a partially filled d sub-shell, or which can give rise to cations with an incomplete d sub-shell" made by the IUPAC [139].

The electronic band structure of the substituted TM ions with 3d electron states is generally exposed to two competing factors: i) strong 3d-host hybridization and ii) strong 3d-3d Coulomb interactions. Hybridization between 3d of TM and the host VB state causes to the magnetic interaction. At high Curie temperature (>100 K), the observation of the ferromagnetic property in III-V and II-VI type semiconductors has attracted great interest due to their long spin-coherence time and rapid development of the information storage technologies.

The role of the TM incorporation in ZnO based DMSs is of considerable significance because the origin of the RTFM was claimed to be based on two controversies; ferromagnetism (i) is an external property and comes from impurities like TM clusters [140, 141] or (ii) is an intrinsic property and originates from the spin-polarized carries [142, 143]. Therefore, many studies have been performed to elucidate the underlying mechanism for RTFM. Up to now, various TMs such as manganese [144], cobalt [145], and iron [146] have been incorporated into ZnO structure to achieve RTFM
property. The major drawback of these TM is that the dopant atoms can form clusters or precipitates directly affecting the ferromagnetic properties and such impurities impede the use of DMSs for spintronics applications [47]. Recently, researchers have focused on copper incorporated ZnO (ZnO:Cu) nanostructures [147-149] instead of traditional DMSs incorporated with other TMs since metallic copper is not magnetic, and neither Cu₂O nor CuO is ferromagnetic. However, the origin of the RTFM behavior of the ZnO:Cu is not well understood due to confliction between experimental and theoretical studies. Thus, it is important to clarify the nature of the RTFM with detailed experimental study.
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CHAPTER 3

SYNTHESIS OF ZnO NANOSTRUCTURES BY MICROEMULSION METHOD

3.1 Introduction

A microemulsion is a thermodynamically stable dispersion of two immiscible liquids which are usually referred as oil (o) and water (w) [1]. Stability of dispersion is provided by addition of surfactant molecules. Microemulsion method does not require any complex preparation procedure, sophisticated equipment and rigorous experimental conditions, but still providing possibilities in controlling the size and morphology for synthesis of particles in a size scale approaching to nanometers [2]. Even though the product yield is low, narrow size distribution for the resultant nanostructures due to formation of well-dispersed, cage-like small reactors (5–100 nm) in uniform nucleation conditions, is the advantageous aspects of microemulsion routes. ZnO nanoparticles with narrow and uniform size characteristics obtained by microemulsion may offer tunable electrical and optical properties. Such ZnO nanoparticles can be used in some technological applications such as UV-emission optoelectronic and lasing devices, as well as transparent conducting thin films.

There are number of studies reporting preparation of spherical [3-6], rod shaped [7-10] or columnar [2] ZnO nanoparticles by reverse micellar systems or microemulsion-mediated systems. In most of these microemulsion-assisted routes, preparation of nanoparticles is achieved by direct recovery of the ZnO precipitates. Unfortunately, recovery of nanostructured microemulsion products by sedimentation results in aggregation of the ZnO precipitates either during aging and/or subsequent calcination. It is therefore important to develop new methods for the preparation of homogeneous and mono-dispersed ZnO nanoparticles by microemulsion routes. In this study, a
modified microemulsion approach for synthesis of mono-dispersed ZnO nanoparticles has been offered. In this method, different than before mentioned reports, final ZnO nanoparticles are not directly produced in the microemulsion, but formed by thermal decomposition of a zinc-complex microemulsion product by a subsequent calcination process. In the modified microemulsion process, glycerol was used as an internal phase of the reverse microemulsion (Aerosol OT:glycerol:heptane) in a procedure similar to that employed in preparation of ZnO nanoparticles in amorphous silica [5]. The specific objectives of this phase of the study is to determine the effects of surfactant amount, water amount and calcination temperature on the size and morphology of the resultant ZnO nanoparticles.

3.2 Experimental methods

3.2.1 Materials

The chemicals used during synthesis of pure ZnO nanoparticles by microemulsion method are listed in Table 3.1. All reagents were used without further purification.

Table 3.1. Materials used in the experimental part of the synthesis of pure ZnO nanoparticles with microemulsion method, their formulas and sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Chemical Formula</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zinc acetate dihydrate</td>
<td>C₄H₆O₄Zn·2H₂O</td>
<td>99.5%, powder</td>
<td>Riedel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate, AOT</td>
<td>C₂₀H₃₇NaO₇S</td>
<td>96%, bulk</td>
<td>Fluka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycerol</td>
<td>C₃H₈O₃</td>
<td>87%, solution</td>
<td>Merck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-heptane</td>
<td>C₇H₁₆</td>
<td>extra pure, solution</td>
<td>Riedel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methanol</td>
<td>CH₃OH</td>
<td>99.9%, solution</td>
<td>Riedel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloroform</td>
<td>CHCl₃</td>
<td>99.8%, solution</td>
<td>Sigma Aldrich</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2.2 Experimental procedures

The synthesis of ZnO nanoparticles was carried out using reverse microemulsion system using sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate (Aerosol OT or AOT) as the surfactant, glycerol as the polar phase (water, w) and n-heptane as the non-polar phase (oil, o). Zinc precursor was zinc acetate dihydrate. The effects of surfactant amount, water amount and calcination temperature on the size and morphology of ZnO nanoparticles were investigated by using different microemulsion formulations. Selected microemulsion formulations are given by the circular points (named as S1.i or S2.i; i= 1-5) in Figure 3.1 and listed in Table 3.2 as in weight percentages.

![Figure 3.1](image.png)

**Figure 3.1.** A schematic representation of the specific surfactant-oil-water ternary phase diagram with selected microemulsion formulations.
To prepare ZnO nanoparticles by the microemulsion system S1.1 (AOT:glycerol:n-heptane, 5:5:90), first required amount of AOT was dissolved in n-heptane at room temperature by stirring. After achieving complete dissolution, this solution was divided into glass containers and two separate AOT:n-heptane solutions, solution-A and solution-B, were obtained. Then, half of the glycerol containing 0.5 M zinc acetate dehydrate was slowly added into solution-A under constant stirring. Similarly, rest of the glycerol containing 0.5 M NaOH solution was added into solution-B. NaOH was introduced as a catalyst. Both solutions were stirred at room temperature until they become completely transparent. Then, solution-B was slowly added into solution-A under constant stirring and resulting mixture was further homogenized by refluxing at 60-70 °C for 24 h. At the end, the white solid powders were collected via centrifugation for 20 min at 10000 rpm. The solid extracts were then washed three times with a mixture of 1:1 (vol %) methanol and chloroform solution by centrifugation at 10000 rpm for 10 min. The obtained powders were dried at 100 °C for 1 h in an open atmosphere drying oven and in a vacuum dryer at room temperature for overnight. Finally, they were calcined in air atmosphere for 3 h at 300 °C, or 400 °C, or 500 °C. In addition, to investigate the effects of surfactant and water amount on the size and morphology of final ZnO nanostructures, this experimental procedure was repeated by changing the relative ratio of AOT (series 1) and glycerol amount (series 2). A schematic representation of the experimental procedure is shown in Figure 3.2.

Table 3.2. Selected microemulsion formulations (weight %).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>AOT</th>
<th>Glycerol</th>
<th>n-heptane</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>AOT</th>
<th>Glycerol</th>
<th>n-heptane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1.1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>S1.1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1.2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>S2.2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1.3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>S2.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1.4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>S2.4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1.5</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>S2.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.2. A schematic representation of experimental procedure for synthesis of ZnO nanoparticles with microemulsion method.

3.2.3 Materials characterization

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses were performed for phase identification of microemulsion products in as-prepared (dried at 100 °C for 1 h) and after calcination treatments. A Rigaku D/Max-2000 PC diffractometer was employed in XRD analyses, using Cu-Kα radiation (λ=1.54 Å) and x-ray source operating voltage of 40 kV in the 2θ range of 3-90° at a rate of 2°/min. The average crystallite size for the powders (D, in nm) was estimated by Scherrer’s equation using the XRD line broadening method:

\[
D = \frac{0.9\lambda}{\beta \cos \theta}
\] 3.1

where, λ is the x-ray wavelength for CuKα , β is the full width in radians at half-maximum (FWHM) of the diffraction line and θ is the diffraction angle. (110) diffraction peak (at 2θ≈56.61°) was chosen to determine a representative particle size for ZnO nanoparticles by employing the Scherrer's equation.

The morphology and size of the ZnO particles was also examined by using a FEI Quanta 400F model field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM). The SEM samples were obtained from a suspension of ZnO particles dispersed in distilled water.
by ultrasonic treatment. A few drops of dilute dispersion were then deposited onto a carbon film on an aluminum grid and dried in air. FESEM examinations were performed without any conductive coating.

Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments were carried out using Setaram SETSYS–16/18 on finely ground powders in air atmosphere between 30-700 °C with a heating rate of 5 °C/min.

Photoluminescence (PL) measurements were conducted at room temperature with the HeCd laser and Hamamatsu CCD camera with a range of 300 to 800 nm.

3.3 Results

The XRD diffractograms of microemulsion products prepared using different surfactant amount (microemulsion formulations S1.1, S1.2, S1.3 and S1.4) are shown in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.3 (a) and (b) exhibit the phases of the reaction products in as-prepared condition and after calcination at 500 °C for 3h. For S1.5 formulation, no stable phase separation was observed in the emulsion state, so it has been excluded. For the as-prepared samples prepared with increasing surfactant amount, there is no obvious differences in the XRD patterns. All XRD patterns of the particles coincide with that of zinc glycerolate (Zn-Gly, with JCPDS card number 23-1975) and no other crystalline phase besides zinc glycerolate was observed. After calcination the zinc glycerolate intermediate microemulsion precursor decomposes to crystalline ZnO (hexagonal wurtzite structure, with JCPDS card no: 36-1451).

Figure 3.4 shows the SEM micrographs of ZnO particles prepared under different surfactant amount (microemulsion formulations S1.1, S1.2, S1.3 and S1.4) after calcination for 3 h at 500 °C. From microemulsion formulations of S1.1, S1.2 and S1.3, the ZnO nanoparticles exhibit a spherical morphology with a narrow and uniform size distribution. The average particle size decreases with increasing surfactant amount. With further increasing surfactant amount, rod-like ZnO nanoparticles were obtained. The average crystallite size calculated from XRD patterns and average particle size determined from SEM micrographs are listed in Table 3.3.
Figure 3.3. XRD diffractograms of microemulsion products for Series-1 microemulsion formulations (S1.1, S1.2, S1.3 and S1.4) in (a) as-prepared condition (for precursor zinc-complex) and (b) after 3 h calcination in air at 500 °C.
Figure 3.4. SEM micrographs of ZnO nanoparticles obtained using Series-1 microemulsion formulations (S1.1, S1.2, S1.3 and S1.4) (calcined in air at 500 °C, 3h).

Table 3.3. Average crystallite size calculated from XRD patterns and average particle size determined from SEM micrographs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Name</th>
<th>XRD crystallite size (nm)</th>
<th>SEM particle size (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1.1</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>24 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1.2</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>21.6 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1.3</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>20 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1.4</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>d: 25 ± 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[d: \text{diameter} \]
\[l: \text{length} \]
In order to investigate calcination temperature treatment on the size and morphology of the microemulsion products, three different calcination temperature (300, 400 and 500 °C) were applied to as-prepared sample. Figure 3.5 shows the XRD diffractograms of the microemulsion products for both formulations S.1.1 and S1.2, in as-prepared condition and after calcination for 3 h at 300 °C, 400 °C and 500 °C. For both microemulsion systems the XRD patterns of the particles in as-prepared condition coincide with that of zinc glycerolate (Zn-Gly, with JCPDS card number 23-1975) and no other crystalline phase besides zinc glycerolate was observed. After calcination the zinc glycerolate intermediate microemulsion precursor decomposes to crystalline ZnO (hexagonal wurtzite structure, with JCPDS card no: 89-0510). For S1.1, this decomposition completes at 300 °C. ZnO obtained in S1.2 microemulsion still contained some residual zinc glycerolate after calcination at 300 °C. For both systems calcination at 400 °C or 500 °C results in phase pure crystalline ZnO powder. Another distinction between XRD patterns of ZnO particles synthesized in S1.1 or S1.2 system is the difference in relative intensities of the certain diffractions. The JCPDS card of crystalline ZnO is also presented as an inset in Figure 3.5 for comparison purposes and shows the relative intensities for the possible diffractions. For all calcination treatments, the diffraction peak intensities of the ZnO product S1.1 show a better match with the standard card in terms of intensity order for the diffraction events. The XRD patterns of ZnO particles, synthesized in S1.2 systems and calcined at 300 °C or 400 °C, on the other hand show a distinct deviation from the standard pattern in relative intensities of the observed diffractions. For the ZnO powder of S1.2, calcined at 500 °C, the diffraction peak intensities and their order are again in agreement with standard card intensities. The reasons for such differences will be further clarified in the discussion section of this chapter.
Figure 3.5. XRD diffractograms of microemulsion products in as-prepared condition (for precursor zinc-complex) and after 3 h calcination in air at different temperatures for two microemulsion formulations: (a) S1.1 and (b) S1.2. The inset shows the relative intensities of the standard ZnO (with JCPDS card No. 36-1451) diffraction pattern.
TGA-DSC results of the microemulsion products in as-prepared condition obtained by heating from room temperature to 700 °C in air are shown in Figure 3.6. (a) and (b). According to TGA curves of S1.1 and S1.2, there is a very small amount of weight loss (around 2 wt.%) up to 200 °C. The broad exothermic events (280-450 °C range) in DSC curves are attributed to decomposition of zinc glycerolate complex to ZnO and crystallization of ZnO, respectively. The DSC and TGA data are somewhat in agreement with each other, as the temperatures of the broad exothermic peak coincide with the temperature ranges of the main weight loss. However, the DSC curves show two exothermic peaks. The first sharp peak at around 340 °C corresponding to the main weight loss in TGA curves is attributed to the decomposition of Zn-Gly particles to ZnO. The second exothermic peak indicates that there must be another reaction such as volatilizing, combustion of organics accompanying the decomposition of Zn-Gly [11]. Absence of weight loss or heat flow change above 450 °C indicates that no reaction takes place beyond 450 °C.

Figure 3.7 shows the SEM micrographs of ZnO particles of S1.1 system after calcination for 3 h at 300 °C, 400 °C and 500 °C. The ZnO nanoparticles exhibit a spherical morphology with a narrow and uniform size distribution. The average particle size varies in the range of 15-25 nm and increases with calcination temperature within the temperature range of the study, i.e. 300-500 °C. Calcination at 500 °C also initiates sintering of the particles by neck formation between the particles at higher temperatures as shown in the Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.6. TGA and DSC plots for decomposition of the precursor microemulsion products (i.e. zinc glycerolate particles) for two microemulsion formulations: (a) S1.1 and (b) S1.2.
Figure 3.7. SEM micrographs of the ZnO nanoparticles of the microemulsion S1.1 calcined at 300, 400 and 500 °C. The insets are the segments from the underlying SEM images magnified (2X) as a visual aid indicating dimensional details.
For sample S1.1, the energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) and elemental mapping analysis of Zn and O elements are shown in Figure 3.8. EDX data revealed that the particles were composed of Zn and O elements with an atomic Zn:O proportion of 49.45:50.55, close to the stoichiometric ratio of 1:1. The elemental mapping images also confirmed homogeneous distribution of zinc and oxygen suggesting highly pure and stoichiometric ZnO nanoparticles.

![Figure 3.8. EDX spectrum and elemental (Zn and O) mapping images of sample S1.1.](image)

SEM micrographs of microemulsion products after same calcination treatments for the second microemulsion system S1.2 are shown in Figure 3.9. Particles of S1.2 calcined at 300 °C and 400 °C exhibit a distinctly different morphology compared to those for S1.1 and have a rod-like morphology again with a narrow size distribution. The length of the rods is approximately 65-70 nm, with a typical diameter of 22-28 nm. ZnO particles of S1.2 calcined at 500 °C on the other hand have a spherical morphology as shown in Figure 3.9 with an average particle size of 22 nm. The average particle sizes of the ZnO powders determined from SEM examinations are listed in Table 3.4, together with the estimated values by Scherrer’s equation.
Figure 3.9. SEM micrographs of the ZnO nanoparticles of the microemulsion S1.2 calcined at 300, 400 and 500 °C. The insets are the segments from the underlying SEM images magnified (2X) as a visual aid indicating dimensional details.
Table 3.4. Average crystallite size estimated from the XRD results and average particle size as determined from SEM examinations for the ZnO nanoparticles calcined at different temperatures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microemulsion formulation</th>
<th>Calcination Temperature</th>
<th>S1.1</th>
<th>S1.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XRD crystallite size (nm)</td>
<td>SEM particle size (nm)</td>
<td>XRD crystallite size (nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>300 °C</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>15±1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>400 °C</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>18±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500 °C</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>24±1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*n.a.: not available
*d: diameter
*l: length

Figure 3.10 shows the PL spectra of ZnO nanoparticles obtained S1.1 and S1.2 and calcined at different temperatures. As shown in Figure 3.10 (a), the PL spectra of S1.1 products consists of a weak UV emission peak (385 nm) as shown in the inset of the figure and strong deep-level green emission peak (530 nm). The intensity of weak UV emission band decreases with increasing calcination temperature but the intensity of strong green emission increases with calcination temperature. Figure 3.10(b) presents PL spectra of S1.2 products. There is only strong deep-level green emission peak and it becomes stronger with increasing calcination temperature resulting in an enhanced green emission.
Figure 3.10. Room temperature PL spectra of the ZnO nanoparticles calcined at 300, 400 and 500 °C for two microemulsion formulations: (a) S1.1 and (b) S1.2.
Figure 3.11 (a) and (b) show XRD patterns of microemulsion products for Series-2 microemulsion formulations (S1.1, S2.2, S2.3, S2.4 and S2.5) in as-prepared condition (for precursor zinc-complex) and after 3 h calcination in air at different 500 °C, respectively. In Series-2 formulations, surfactant amount is constant at 5% and water amount increase from 5% to 90% for S1.1 and S2.5, respectively. All diffraction patterns match with Zn-Gly for samples in as-prepared condition and wurtzite type ZnO crystal structure for the samples after calcination.

Figure 3.12 exhibits low and high magnification SEM micrographs of microemulsion products for S2.2 and S2.3 formulations, respectively. For S2.2, the low magnification SEM image shows that reaction product has flower structure consisting of ZnO plate structures. With increasing water amount to 50% (S2.3), morphology of the ZnO structure changes to micro-plate structure. High magnification micrographs of the S2.2 and S2.3 formulations indicate that both flower and plate structure are constituted of spherical nanoparticles with ~20 nm average particle size.
**Figure 3.11.** XRD patterns of microemulsion products for Series-2 microemulsion formulations (S1.1, S2.2, S2.3, S2.4 and S2.5) in (a) as-prepared condition (for precursor zinc-complex) and (b) after 3 h calcination in air at 500 °C.
A reverse microemulsion system has been employed to synthesize ZnO nanoparticles with different size and morphology. A water-in-oil microemulsion acting as nanoreactor for Zn-complex formation was obtained when glycerol droplets are surrounded by AOT surfactant molecules in n-heptane oil phase. In such a water-in-oil microemulsion system; AOT dissolves in the dispersed phase and form stable micelles reach in Na\(^+\) ions. When Zn\(^{2+}\) ions are incorporated ion exchange reaction takes place and finally Na\(^+\) replaces with Zn\(^{2+}\) in the dispersed micelles [12]. The Zn-Gly complex

**Figure 3.12.** SEM micrographs of microemulsion product for microemulsion formulations of S2.2 and S2.3 prepared after 3 h calcination in air at 500 °C.

**3.4 Discussion**

A reverse microemulsion system has been employed to synthesize ZnO nanoparticles with different size and morphology. A water-in-oil microemulsion acting as nanoreactor for Zn-complex formation was obtained when glycerol droplets are surrounded by AOT surfactant molecules in n-heptane oil phase. In such a water-in-oil microemulsion system; AOT dissolves in the dispersed phase and form stable micelles reach in Na\(^+\) ions. When Zn\(^{2+}\) ions are incorporated ion exchange reaction takes place and finally Na\(^+\) replaces with Zn\(^{2+}\) in the dispersed micelles [12]. The Zn-Gly complex
acting as a precursor for ZnO formation was synthesized in the presence of NaOH, because the reaction between zinc acetate and glycerol is much faster in basic environment and as Zn-Gly decomposes in acidic solutions [13]. In other words, NaOH was used as electrolyte providing glycerol stabilization in n-heptane and provides rigidity for the droplet interfacial film and so the stability of droplet size [14]. As can be noted from the XRD and thermal analyses, formation of ZnO originates from the decomposition of Zn-Gly complex precursor, whose morphology is most likely controlled by the shape of the nanoreactors in the microemulsion system which does not change their shape during thermal decomposition to ZnO. In this sense, nucleation and growth of ZnO crystals occur in the definite shape of this precursor upon subsequent thermal treatment.

One obvious effect of surfactant amount in the studied microemulsion system is on particle morphology. Higher surfactant concentration results in rod-like nanoreactors and eventually rod-like ZnO products as can be seen for the S1.2 microemulsion products calcined at 300 °C and 400 °C. Formation of rod-like nanoreactors in the presence of higher amount of surfactants is analogous to that reported by others [2, 15]. As shown by the schematics in Figure 3.13 a low surfactant concentration beyond critical micelle concentration favors the formation of spherical water-in-oil droplets, so formation of spherical ZnO particles as in the case of S1.1 Whereas higher surfactant concentration favors development of interconnected cylindrical droplets, and generates rod-like ZnO particles as in the case of S1.2. This compositional modification in the microemulsion formulation in fact gives a chance to control the final particle morphology at nano scale.
Figure 3.13. Schematic illustration for the formation of different ZnO morphologies: (a) in microemulsion formulation S1.1 that has low surfactant amount and (b) in microemulsion formulation S1.2 with higher surfactant content.

Another finding related with the physical difference for two microemulsion products is the change in the average particle size and morphologies with the calcination temperature. For the all calcination temperatures employed, the ZnO powders of S1.1 microemulsion formulations are typically spherical and exhibited bigger sizes with increasing calcination temperature. Similar observations have also been reported by other researchers [16]. On the other hand, S1.2 microemulsion products after calcination at 300 and 400 °C had a rod-like morphology and exhibited a structural rod-to-sphere shape transformation at higher calcination temperatures (500 °C). While the SEM observations clearly demonstrate such differences, the XRD data also provide indirect evidence. The intensity order of the diffractions of the ZnO products of S1.1 shows a complete match with the intensities listed standard JCPDS card data, which corresponds the most random arrangement of crystal planes for powder crystal sample. The ideal intensity order, corresponding most random is crystal arrangement is actually presentation of the thermodynamically most stable arrangement which can be approximated by spherical morphology. ZnO products of S1.2 calcined at 300 °C and 400 °C however show some deviation from the standard intensity order; and have relatively more intense (002) diffraction peaks compared to standard card data. This indicates presence of preferred crystallographic orientation, here a rod-like, of ZnO crystals for this particular microemulsion formulation with higher amount of surfactant.
The observation regarding the calcination temperature dependent structural rod-to-sphere shape transformation change may result from size and defect controlled thermodynamic factors. It has been reported that gold nanorods can be transformed into sphere-like nanoparticles by photo induced processes leading to a thermal excitation and allowing a shape transformation to the energetically more stable spherical shape [17]. Similar transition for ZnO nanorods may occur during thermal heating at temperatures approaching to sintering temperatures.

Increasing calcination temperature also affect the particle size of the rod-like ZnO powders of S1.2 as shown in Figure 3.9 (a)-(b). Lu et al. studied microemulsion mediated hydrothermal synthesis of TiO$_2$ particles [18]. They showed that the aspect ratio of rod-like TiO$_2$ particles decreases with an increase in synthesis temperature. In the present study, same behavior in the size of rod-like ZnO particles has been observed as a result of increasing calcination temperature. While length and diameter of the rod-like ZnO particles increase from 66±3 nm and 22±3 nm to 72±1 nm and 28±1 nm, respectively, the aspect ratio (length/diameter) of the rod-like ZnO nanoparticles decreases from 3.0 to 2.6 with an increase in calcination temperature of 300 °C to 400 °C. This decrease in aspect ratio again implies a morphological approximation to a more equiaxed shape with increasing calcination temperature.

Figure 3.14 shows the stable microemulsion regions in a selected (water/oil/surfactant) ternary emulsion system to synthesize different size and morphology of ZnO nanostructures. Morphology control was achieved by using different surfactant concentrations. Spherical nanoparticles and rod-like nanostructures were synthesized at low and high surfactant concentrations, respectively. At too high surfactant (S1.5) addition to the microemulsion system, phase separation between oil and water components has been observed instead of microemulsion formation.
In regard to optical properties, the relatively weak UV emission peak at around 385 nm attributed to the exciton combination emission indicates a passivated surface for the ZnO nanoparticles. The quenching of UV-emission may be due to surface defects in the form of OH group [19, 20]. The strong deep-level green emission at around 530 nm resulting from the defects associated with oxygen vacancies or zinc interstitials implies a populated defect concentration for ZnO crystals of the both microemulsion products S1.1 and S1.2. A higher calcination temperature enhances the green emission intensity suggesting a correlation between green emission and isolated oxygen vacancies as proposed by others [21]. With increasing calcination temperature; the kinetic energy of atoms in ZnO lattice will increase and the escape rate of oxygen atoms from ZnO lattice will be faster than rate of getting oxygen atoms to lattice [22] resulting in more vacancy formation and higher green emission.

Figure 3.14. Ternary phase diagram of surfactant-oil-water microemulsion system.
3.5 Conclusions

Synthesis of ZnO nanoparticles was achieved by a modified reverse microemulsion with Aerosol OT serving as surfactant and glycerol serving as water phase. By employing of glycerol as an internal phase in the microemulsion formulation it was possible to obtain an intermediate zinc-complex rather direct precipitation of zinc oxide crystals as the microemulsion product in preventing formation agglomerated products. The intermediate zinc glycerolate complex was converted to zinc oxide by thermal decomposition during subsequent calcination. In this way monodispersed spherical ZnO nanoparticles with average particle size of 15 nm were successfully obtained. Particle size control of the spherical ZnO nanoparticles was achieved by changing the calcination temperature, i.e. 15±1 nm (300 °C), 18±1 nm (400 °C) and 24±1 nm (500 °C). Hence, the proposed microemulsion system is advantageous for obtaining size controlled ZnO nanoparticles with narrow size distribution. In addition, the proposed system also allows attaining variation in ZnO morphology which can be achieved by controlling surfactant amount in the microemulsion formulation. Higher surfactant concentrations and calcination temperatures not exceeding 400 °C promotes formation rod-like ZnO microemulsion products with typical diameter of ~25 nm and length of 60-70 nm. The findings of the study indicated that the suggested modified microemulsion method provides an alternative approach for synthesis of ZnO nanoparticles by a simple wet chemical route which also enables tailoring the size and morphology of the ZnO nanoparticles. However, low product yield and the requirement of calcination to convert as-prepared microemulsion product to ZnO are the main disadvantages of microemulsion technique.
3.6 References


CHAPTER 4

SYNTHESIS OF ZnO NANOSTRUCTURES BY PRECIPITATION METHOD: EFFECT OF PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURE AND ORGANIC ADDITIVES ON SIZE AND MORPHOLOGY OF ZnO NANOPARTICLES

4.1 Introduction

Being able to tune the electrical and optical properties of semiconductor nanomaterials during synthesis is quite critical, as control of the size and morphology may allow enhancement in these properties. Zinc oxide (ZnO) is a semiconductor with a wide direct band gap (3.37 eV) and a large exciton binding energy (60 meV), and it has many potential applications in electronic and optoelectronic devices such as varistors [1, 2], gas sensors [3, 4], field emitters [5, 6] and solar cells [7, 8]. Due to different functional requirements in these applications, a variety of techniques ranging from gas phase processes to solution routes including hydrothermal method [9, 10], spray pyrolysis [11, 12], sol-gel process [13, 14] and microemulsion method [15, 16] have been employed to synthesize ZnO nanostructures with different physical properties. However, high synthesis temperature, long synthesis periods, high vacuum requirements or sophisticated equipment necessities make these methods unfavourable for large scale production. Therefore, synthesis of highly crystalline ZnO nanostructures with proper size and morphology control under mild synthetic conditions still remains as a challenge.

As an alternative route, aqueous precipitation method attracts particular interest since it allows convenient control of particle size and morphology for facile scale-up. A survey of literature shows that special morphologies of ZnO nanostructures such as rod [17], wire [18], star-like [19] or ellipsoidal [20] can be obtained via solution based
methods and subsequent heat treatments. Meanwhile, little attention has been paid room temperature synthesis of size and morphology controlled highly crystalline ZnO nanoparticles at short synthesis periods.

The objective of the study was to establish a simple approach for the synthesis of size and morphology controlled ZnO nanoparticles at around room temperature. A zinc salt (zinc acetate dihydrate) was used as zinc source and ethylene glycol (EG) or DI-water were employed as solvents and polyvinyl pyrrolidon (PVP) as chelating agent. Size control of ZnO nanoparticles at nearly 10 nm with narrow size distribution was achieved by modifying the processing parameters, including precipitation temperature and amount of chelating agent. Morphology of the nanostructures was controlled by using different solvents. The effects of these parameters on resultant ZnO nanoparticles were investigated and described in detail. The correlation between precipitation temperature, chelating agent concentration, solvent type and the size/morphology of resultant ZnO nanoparticles has been established in connection with a proposed precipitation mechanism.

4.2 Experimental methods

4.2.1 Materials

The chemicals used during synthesis of pure ZnO nanoparticles with precipitation method are listed in Table 4.1. All reagents were used without further purification. Ultrapure deionized (DI) water used during reactions was obtained by using Human Corporation Zeneer Power I water purification system.
**Table 4.1.** Materials used in the experimental part of the synthesis of pure ZnO nanoparticles with precipitation method, their formulas and sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Chemical Formula</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zinc acetate dihydrate</td>
<td>C$_4$H$_6$O$_4$Zn·2H$_2$O</td>
<td>99.5%, powder</td>
<td>Fluka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyvinyl pyrrolidon, PVP</td>
<td>(C$_6$H$_9$NO)$_n$</td>
<td>MW ~55000</td>
<td>Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium hydroxide</td>
<td>NaOH</td>
<td>97%, pellets</td>
<td>Merck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylene glycol, EG</td>
<td>C$_2$H$_6$O$_2$</td>
<td>99%, solution</td>
<td>Merck</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4.2.2 Experimental procedures**

Zinc acetate dihydrate in a quantity of 0.4 g was dissolved in 15 mL EG at 25 °C. Meanwhile, 0.2 g PVP containing 10 mL EG solution was prepared at 25 °C. Both solutions were stirred for 1 h to achieve complete homogenization. Then, zinc acetate dihydrate solution was added dropwise into PVP-containing solution in 5-s intervals and final solution was further stirred for 15 min at 25 °C. Finally, 2 M NaOH (20 mL) solution was added dropwise into the parent solution in 1 h and the pH of the final solution was measured as 12.7. After addition of NaOH, the solution took a milky appearance and it was aged by refluxing for 30 min at 25 °C. Then the solid extracts were collected by centrifugation at 10,000 rpm (using Eppendorf 5804 model, with a rotor radius of 115 mm, Eppendorf AG, Hamburg, Germany) for 10 min and washed five times with DI-water. The powder products were dried at 70 °C for 3 h in a vacuum dryer and no further thermal treatment was performed. This synthesis procedure described above can be considered as standard protocol. The same experimental protocol was also repeated by changing the reflux temperature to 60, 70 and 80 °C. In addition, to investigate the effect of changing the PVP quantity, standard protocol was repeated by replacing 0.2 g PVP-containing EG solution with 0.3 or 0.4 g PVP-containing EG solution. Likewise, to examine solvent effect on size and morphology of ZnO particles, the standard protocol was modified where DI-water was used instead of EG as a solvent. All experimental studies were carried in ambient air. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic representation of experimental procedure for synthesis of ZnO nanoparticles with precipitation method. Table 4.2 summarizes the precipitation conditions and reactants used in all experiments.
Figure 4.1. Schematic representation of experimental procedures applied during precipitation reactions.

Table 4.2. Synthesis parameters of ZnO nanoparticles (EG: Ethylene glycol, PVP: Polyvinyl pyrrolidon).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Solvent type</th>
<th>PVP (grams)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>EG</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>EG</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>EG</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>EG</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>EG</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>EG</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>DI-water</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.3 Materials characterization

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses were performed for phase identification of products. A Rigaku D/Max-2000 PC diffractometer was employed, using Cu-Kα radiation ($\lambda=1.54 \text{ Å}$) and x-ray source operating voltage of 40 kV in the 2θ range of 5-92° at a rate of 2°/min. The XRD data were also employed in estimating the average crystallite size of ZnO based on Scherrer’s approximation. (102) diffraction peak (47.46 °, 2θ ) parameters were used in predicting the representative crystallite size of ZnO nanoparticles.

The morphology and size of the ZnO particles were examined using a FEI Quanta 400F model field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM). The energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) and elemental mapping analysis were also performed. Representative SEM samples were obtained using a suspension of ZnO particles dispersed in DI-water by ultrasonic treatment. A few drops of dilute dispersion were deposited onto a carbon film taped on aluminum grid and then dried in air. Samples were examined without any conductive coating. The average particle size measurements from SEM images were performed by the cross sectional examination of at least 25 particles and errors were estimated by root mean square (RMS) method.

The morphology of ZnO particles was further examined with JEOL 2100 F model transmission electron microscope (TEM) TEM samples were prepared by dropping of ultrasonically dispersed ZnO particle suspension in DI-water on hallow carbon grid. Grids were dried in open air at 25 °C.

The optical properties of the particles were investigated by UV-vis absorption double beam spectrophotometer (Varian-Cary100 Bio) in the wavelength range of 300-800 nm at room temperature. Samples were dispersed in water by 10 min ultrasonic treatment for complete dispersion of the powders.
Room temperature photo luminescence (PL) measurements were conducted with the He-Cd laser (325 nm) and Hamamatsu CCD camera with a range of 300 to 800 nm to investigate the optical properties of particles.

Fourier Transformed Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analyses were performed by using IFS 66/S model infrared spectroscopy with Hyperion 1000 microscope. FTIR spectra of powders was obtained in the transmission mode.

4.3 Results

The effects of different reaction temperatures (e.g. 25, 60, 70 and 80 °C) on size and morphology of ZnO nanoparticles were investigated. Optimum reaction temperature was determined to obtain ZnO nanoparticles with distinct shape in nano meter scale. After determination of temperature, the other parameters were developed accordingly these results.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the XRD diffractograms of the reaction products obtained at different precipitation temperatures - 25, 60, 70 and 80 °C - in the aqueous formulations containing identical amount of PVP (0.2 g) as chelating agent. The solvent was EG in all cases and the solid products were collected after 30 min precipitation (reflux) period. The XRD diffractograms revealed that all of the reaction products were phase pure crystalline ZnO (hexagonal wurtzite structure, with JCPDS card no: 36-1451) and no other crystalline phase was detected. The yield of standard protocol (at 25°C - 0.2 g PVP- EG solvent), i.e. ZnO product formation per of zinc acetate dihydrate precursor, was determined at around 95% on molar bases. This shows that proposed precipitation mechanism is very effective to synthesize phase pure ZnO nanoparticles at 25 °C.
Figure 4.2. XRD patterns of precipitation products synthesized in 0.2 g PVP containing EG-based solutions at 25, 60, 70 and 80 °C.

Figure 4.3 shows low (x200K) and high (x1000K) magnification SEM micrographs of the same ZnO particles synthesized in EG-based solutions at different precipitation temperatures. SEM images indicate that the ZnO nanoparticles had spherical morphology, independent of the reaction temperature.
Figure 4.3. Low (left side) and high (right side) magnification SEM micrographs of ZnO nanoparticles prepared in 0.2 g PVP containing EG-based solutions at 25, 60, 70 and 80 °C.
The rough chemical composition of ZnO powders synthesized at 25 °C was determined with the EDX analysis accompanied with elemental mapping. The EDX spectrum and mapping images of particles are presented in Figure 4.4. The EDX spectrum and mapping images of particles synthesized at 60, 70 and 80 °C give also similar results with particles prepared at 25 °C. Therefore, these results are not given in here. EDX data revealed that the particles are mainly composed of Zn and O elements with an atomic Zn:O proportion of 49.8:50.2, close to stoichiometric ratio of 1:1. Meanwhile, the elemental mapping images also confirmed a homogenous distribution of Zn and O elements suggesting highly pure, stoichiometric ZnO precipitation products.

The morphology and size of the same ZnO nanoparticles were further investigated by TEM. The low and high magnification TEM images of ZnO products synthesized in EG based solutions at 25, 60, 70 and 80 °C are shown in Figure 4.5. TEM data also

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Weight %</th>
<th>Atomic %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>22.54</td>
<td>50.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>73.10</td>
<td>49.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.4. The EDX spectrum and elemental (Zn and O) mapping images of the ZnO nanoparticles of the precipitation products synthesized at a precipitation temperature of 25 °C.
point out that, keeping all other reaction/process parameters identical, spherical ZnO nanoparticles with smaller size were obtained when precipitation temperature was increased. The average particle sizes from TEM results were estimated as 13.0 ± 1.9 nm, 12.2 ± 1.5 nm, 11.8 ± 1.8 nm and 9.0 ± 1.3 nm for the ZnO particles obtained by reactions at 25, 60, 70 and 80 °C, respectively. In parallel to the SEM findings, the TEM images again confirmed an equiaxed/spherical morphology with uniform size distribution for all precipitation products. The high magnification TEM micrographs of selected ZnO nanoparticle(s) exhibiting the fringes of individual planes suggest that ZnO nanoparticles are single crystal, as also clearly indicated by the bottom image in Figure 4.5. This figure shows the HRTEM image of ZnO nanoparticles prepared at 25 °C in the presence EG as solvent and 0.2 g PVP, i.e. according to the standard protocol. The upper and lower insets indicate FFT pattern and IFFT pattern showing the lattice spacings, respectively. The diffused FFT pattern suggest that ZnO particles are single crystal. The lattice spacing between two adjacent planes was determined as ~1.9 Å confirming the wurtzite hexagonal structure of ZnO.

Synthesis of size and shape controlled ZnO nanoparticles can be achieved at relatively low temperature and low refluxing time in the presence of different additives by changing precipitation temperature, PVP amount and solvent. One obvious effect of precipitation temperature is on the average particle size. ZnO powders have spherical morphology at all precipitation temperatures and particle size decreases with increasing precipitation temperature. Table 4.3 summarizes that the average crystallite size of particles calculated from XRD results and the average particle size determined from SEM and TEM micrographs of powders synthesized with different temperatures. All results are very good agreement with each other and the average size of the particles differs from 11.7 ± 0.3 nm to 6.3 ± 0.3 nm and decreases with increasing precipitation temperature from 25 to 80 °C.
Figure 4.5. TEM (left side) and high resolution TEM (right side) micrographs of ZnO nanoparticles obtained in 0.2 g PVP containing EG-based solutions at 25, 60, 70 and 80 °C. The bottom centered image is for ZnO prepared in 0.2 g PVP containing EG-based solutions at 25 °C. The upper and lower insets indicate FFT pattern and IFFT pattern showing the lattice spacings, respectively.
Table 4.3. Average crystallite sizes estimated from the XRD results and an average particle sizes as determined from SEM and TEM examinations of precipitation products.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>PVP (g)</th>
<th>XRD crystallite size, nm</th>
<th>SEM particle size, nm</th>
<th>TEM particle size, nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>EG</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>d: 11.7±0.3</td>
<td>d: 13.0±1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>EG</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>d: 10.6±0.1</td>
<td>d: 12.2±1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>EG</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>d: 7.7±0.3</td>
<td>d: 11.8±1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>EG</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>d: 6.3±0.3</td>
<td>d: 9.0±1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*d, diameter*

The effects of polymer concentration on morphology and size of ZnO nanostructures were examined in the presence of different amount of PVP (0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 g PVP) at 25 °C precipitation temperature. EG was used as solvent. The XRD diffractograms of precipitation products synthesized in EG-based solutions at 25 °C after 30 min in the presence of different amounts of PVP (0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 g) are shown in Figure 4.6. In all cases, the diffraction pattern again matches with that of crystalline ZnO (hexagonal wurtzite structure, with JCPDS card no: 36-1451) and no additional peaks associated with any other phase/impurity were observed. Meanwhile, the TEM micrographs of ZnO nanoparticles of the same set (with varying PVP amount) are shown in Figure 4.7. The characteristic spherical morphology did not change with increasing PVP amount, but particle size decreased. The average particle size of the highest amount of PVP-containing (0.4 g) precipitation formulation was 5.3 ± 0.3 nm; almost half of the average size of the ZnO particles obtained with minimum PVP-containing formulation (0.2 g), which was determined as 13.0 ± 1.9 nm.
Figure 4.6. XRD patterns of precipitation products prepared by using 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 g PVP containing EG-based solutions at 25 °C.
Figure 4.7. TEM images of ZnO nanoparticles synthesized by using 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 g PVP containing EG-based solutions at 25 °C.
Table 4.4 summarizes that the average crystallite size of particles calculated from XRD results and the average particle size determined from TEM micrographs of powders synthesized in the presence of different amount of PVP.

**Table 4.4.** Average crystallite size estimated from the XRD results and average particle size as determined from SEM and TEM examinations of precipitation products.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>PVP (g)</th>
<th>XRD crystallite size, (nm)</th>
<th>TEM particle size, (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>EG</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>d: 13.0 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>EG</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>d: 8.0 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>EG</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>d: 5.3 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*d, diameter.*

The effects of solvent type on morphology and size of ZnO nanostructures were examined by using EG, DI-water as solvent in the presence of 0.2 g PVP at 25 °C precipitation temperature. Figure 4.8 shows the XRD diffraction patterns of ZnO precipitation products prepared at 25 °C in the presence of 0.2 g PVP in two different solvents; EG and DI-water. For direct comparison purposes, the JCPDS card of crystalline ZnO is also presented as an inset in Figure 6 to guide the presentation of the relative intensities of the diffractions. When DI-water was utilized instead of EG, again phase pure ZnO precipitates were obtained as the only crystalline product. The distinction between XRD patterns of ZnO particles synthesized using EG or DI-water as solvent was the differences in relative intensities of the certain diffractions. When water was used as solvent, there is an increase in the relative intensity of (0002) and (1011) diffractions. The reason for this difference will be explained in the discussion part. A comparison of the normalized intensities for all diffraction peaks in Figure 4.8 is also shown in Table 4.5. This data show that, when water was used instead of EG, the intensity ratio of (0002) and (10\bar{1}1) diffractions changes.
Figure 4.8. XRD patterns of standard ZnO (with JCPDS Card No. 36-1451) and precipitation products prepared by using 0.2 g PVP containing EG-based and DI-water-based solutions at 25 °C.

The differences in chemical composition of ZnO precipitates synthesized using different solvents were also investigated with FTIR spectroscopy and the spectra of the ZnO particles obtained in EG-based and DI-water-based precipitation formulations are shown in Figure 4.9. The FTIR spectrum of PVP is also shown in Figure 4.9. For PVP, the bands located at 3440, 2950, 1650, 1420 and 1288 cm\(^{-1}\) were assigned to the O-H stretching vibration, CH\(_2\) unsymmetrical stretching vibration, C═O stretching vibration, CH\(_2\) bending vibration and C-N stretching vibration bands, respectively [21]. ZnO spectra reveal four adsorption bands located at 1573, 1420, 880 and 400 cm\(^{-1}\) assigned for C═N stretching vibration, CH\(_2\) bending vibration, NO and ZnO stretching mode, respectively [22-25]. FTIR spectrum of the ZnO precipitates prepared in DI-water showed two additional bands located at 1660 and 1288 cm\(^{-1}\). The reason for presence of these peaks will be also clarified in discussion. In summary, FTIR spectra shows that the precipitation products are ZnO contained small amount of organic residues attributed to the starting precursor materials.
Table 4.5. Relative normalized intensities of the diffractions for standard ZnO (JCPDS card no: 36-1451) and ZnO powders synthesized at 25 °C in EG and DI-water based solvent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diffraction plane</th>
<th>Standard ZnO (JCPDS Card No, 36-1451)</th>
<th>ZnO synthesized at 25 °C in EG</th>
<th>ZnO synthesized at 25 °C in DI-water</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1010)</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0002)</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1011)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1012)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1120)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1013)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2020)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1122)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2021)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0004)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2022)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1014)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2023)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.9. FTIR spectra of pure PVP and ZnO nanoparticles synthesized in 0.2 PVP-containing EG-based and DI-water-based solutions at 25 °C.

SEM and TEM micrographs of ZnO nanoparticles prepared by using DI-water as solvent at 25 °C precipitation temperature are shown in Figure 4.10. Changing the solvent from EG to DI-water resulted in morphology change from spherical to isosceles triangle. The average side lengths of triangles were determined as 175 ± 20 nm from the micrograph.
Figure 4.10. SEM (top) and TEM (bottom) micrographs of agglomerated ZnO nanoparticles prepared by using 0.2 g PVP-containing DI-water based solution at 25 °C.
The optical properties of ZnO precipitates obtained from EG and DI-water solvent formulations (at 25 °C) are presented with the absorption and room temperature PL spectra shown in Figure 4.11 (a) and Figure 4.11 (b), respectively. The absorption spectra had distinct absorption bands at ~353 nm and ~358 nm for EG and DI-water formulations, respectively. The direct band gap energy (Eg) of ZnO were determined by fitting the absorption data and given as insets in UV absorption graphs. Figure 4.11(b) shows that both powders prepared in different solvents exhibit weak UV emission (~380 nm) and strong orange emission (~640 nm) bands [25-26]. The intensities of both characteristic emissions for ZnO powders synthesized in EG were lower than that of ZnO powders prepared in DI-water.
Figure 4.11. (a) UV-Vis adsorption spectra and (b) room temperature PL spectra of ZnO nanoparticles prepared by using 0.2 g PVP containing EG-based and DI-water-based solutions at 25 °C (precipitation temperature). The insets in (a) show plots of $(ahv)^2$ as a function of photon energy ($E_g$) for both precipitation products. The inset in (b) discloses the indicated segment from the underlying PL spectra, magnified to show the band gap emission.
4.4 Discussion

Highly crystalline ZnO nanoparticles can be synthesized with proposed precipitation system at around room temperature and short precipitation periods. The results show that the size and morphology modification of ZnO particles can be accomplished by controlling various processing parameters, including precipitation temperature, amount of chelating agent and solvent type.

4.4.1 The effect of reaction temperature on size and morphology of ZnO particles

Synthesis of spherical ZnO nanoparticles was achieved when EG was used as solvent in the presence of PVP as chelating agent. The particle size was greatly affected by the precipitation temperature (Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.5). During precipitation of solid particles in ionic parent solutions, relative surface activity of various growth facets is one of the most important size and morphology determining factors for the resultant crystalline product. ZnO crystal has a polar structure and consists of catalytically active Zn-terminated polar top surface (0001), catalytically inert O-terminated polar bottom surface (0001̅) and non-polar surfaces {01̅10} and {21̅10̅} [27-28]. Organic additives in the parent solution, EG and/or PVP, can selectively interact with these sites of energetically different states and restrain growth of the certain crystallographic planes of such crystal system mainly by chemical and/or physical adsorption. The former can preferentially occur between organic molecules and positive polar planes of ZnO crystals; however the latter takes place between organic additives and non-polar planes of ZnO crystals. As a result of adsorption events and selective passivation of certain planes by the organic molecules, relative growth rate of the precipitating particles changes in these crystallographic directions [29, 30].

EG is an organic solvent consisting of polar OH molecules and affects the growth of ZnO crystal due to its excellent chemical adsorption ability by means of complexes developing between anionic groups of EG and positive polar top surface of ZnO crystals [31]. Similarly, growth orientation of ZnO is also affected by PVP which can hamper growth of certain planes of ZnO both by chemical and physical adsorption. In
the polar media, possible coordination between PVP and ZnO crystal is chemical adsorption which occurs between negative charged oxygen atom of PVP and positive polar top surface of ZnO ZnO crystals [21]. However, such chemical association between EG and ZnO crystals already exist in the current precipitation system. Therefore, PVP molecules physically adsorb on non-polar surfaces of ZnO crystal. Both chemical adsorption of EG and physical adsorption of PVP inhibit growth of ZnO at preferential growth direction and lead to formation of spherical ZnO nanostructures in equiaxed form. The reaction temperature in relation with these selective adsorption events affects the size of the ZnO particles. Figure 4.12 schematically represents the relationship between particle size and reaction temperature according the suggested precipitation model. Upper side of the figure shows representation of the initial size of ZnO for all precipitation temperatures. Meanwhile, lower side indicates representations of final size of ZnO after synthesis at different precipitation temperature. At higher reaction temperature, both the number of nucleation sites for ZnO crystals and the number of adsorbed molecules of EG and PVP on the growth plane of ZnO crystals increase impeding growth of the spherical ZnO nanoparticles. This leads to formation of relatively smaller yet still uniform particle size of ZnO precipitates at the high reaction temperature (80 °C). Table 4.3 summarizes the average crystallite size of particles determined from XRD results (by peak broadening analyses) and the average particle size obtained from SEM and TEM examinations of ZnO particles synthesized as different reaction temperatures. All analytical results on particle sizes are in good agreement and the average size of the ZnO particles can be effectively controlled in the range of 9-13 nm by the choice of precipitation temperature in the range of 25-80 °C. Decreasing particle size with increasing precipitation temperature is due to an increase in adsorption events between organic molecules and ZnO crystal which inhibit growth of ZnO crystal.
Figure 4.12. A schematic representation of temperature effect on size of spherical ZnO nanoparticles by means of the attaching of EG and PVP on some specific growth plane of crystals.

4.4.2 The effect of chelating agent (PVP) amount on size and morphology of ZnO particles

It has been found that the average particle size of ZnO nanoparticles also decreases with increasing amount of PVP at precipitation temperature of 25 °C (Figure 4.7 and Table 4.5). This is due to two factors. i. PVP promotes nucleation of ZnO by accelerating the dehydration reaction of ZnO precursor and forming coordinating complex \([\text{PVP}]_3\), ii. Both physical and chemical adsorption of PVP molecules on ZnO crystal are promoted in precipitation solutions containing higher PVP amount \([\text{PVP}]_3\). It has been reported that a critical amount of PVP is required to produce a significant change in ZnO precipitation mechanism \([\text{PVP}]_3\). At very low concentration, PVP is not effective to promote ZnO nucleation, while increasing the PVP amount provides nucleation and crystallization of ZnO by means of chemical adsorption. However, further increase the PVP amount promotes not only chemical but also physical adsorption and provides formation of smaller ZnO particles. In the precipitation system containing high amount of PVP and EG as solvent, both chemical adsorption of EG
and PVP, and physical adsorption with PVP occur simultaneously. As a result, particle growth is also distinctly inhibited and smaller sized spherical ZnO nanoparticles develop. Figure 4.13 indicates a schematic representation of the PVP concentration on size of spherical ZnO nanoparticles. As summarized in Table 4.4, with an increase in the amount of PVP from 0.2 to 0.4 g in the parent solution, the average size of the particles decreased from 13.0 ± 1.9 nm to 5.3 ± 0.3 nm according to TEM examinations. Reduction in particle size with increasing PVP amount is also due to an increase in the size of adsorption events between organic molecules and ZnO surface.

![Figure 4.13](image.png)

**Figure 4.13.** A schematic representation of the effect of PVP concentration on size of spherical ZnO nanoparticles prepared at 25 °C.

### 4.4.3 The effect of solvent type on size and morphology of ZnO particles

The solvent mainly affects the agglomeration tendency of ZnO nanoparticles. In the presence of EG, polar planes (0001) and nonpolar {01̅10} planes of ZnO nuclei are associated with EG and PVP, respectively. This preferential coordination is due to distinctly highly polarized nature of EG as compared with PVP. These interactions reduce the surface free energy of these particular planes and depress any directional growth of ZnO nuclei. This eventually leads to equiaxed/spherical particle morphology (Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.5). However, using water instead of EG resulted in triangular shaped ZnO agglomerates (Figure 4.10). This can be explained by different stabilization ability of the solvent on specific crystallographic planes of the growing crystal [34]. When water was used, polar PVP molecules weakly link nonpolar {01̅10}
planes of ZnO nuclei, as well with the polar (0001) planes that readily available in the absence EG. However, considering presence of same amount of PVP both in EG- and water-based precipitation systems, the additional molecular coordination of PVP with polar (0001) planes results in less effective association with nonpolar lateral planes of larger area; in other words, in water-containing system the nonpolar planes were less effectively covered by PVP. As a result of limited reduction of the surface free energy of the lateral planes, ZnO crystals tend to form multi nuclei aggregates in triangular form.

In addition, the XRD data (Figure 4.8) suggests a possible morphological variation for the primary ZnO particles within agglomerates obtained in water. The diffraction peak intensities of the ZnO products prepared from EG-based precipitation solution at 25 °C show a complete match with the standard card in terms of intensity order for the diffraction events. This is a sign for formation of the energetically most favorable form, spherical morphology, of ZnO nanoparticles. On the other hand, the XRD pattern of ZnO particles synthesized at 25 °C in DI-water show a distinct deviation from the standard intensity order for the (0002) and (101̅1) diffractions. The reason for such differences is the anisotropic growth of ZnO nanostructures during precipitation reaction. The preferential growth orientation of ZnO is [0002] direction in terms of energy considerations. Therefore, particles should tend to grow along [0002] direction and relative intensity of (0002) peak increases in the absence of any additives that can prevent to grow particles through this direction. Yao et al. [35] reported that higher relative intensity of (101̅1) diffraction increases due to the preferential orientation along this direction by the formation of many {101̅1} sides, which causes the formation of triangular ZnO nanoparticles. According to XRD pattern of ZnO structures synthesized in the DI-water based precipitation system, relatively higher intensities of these peaks [(0002) and (101̅1)] point out growth of recently formed ZnO nanostructures into agglomerated triangular ZnO structures.

FTIR investigation also provides some insights about the physical and chemical events between ZnO precipitates in their respective parent solutions (Figure 4.8). The ZnO particles prepared in EG shows the main absorption bands of ZnO stretching mode
located at around 400 cm\(^{-1}\). This spectrum also exhibits bands around 1573, 1420 and 880 cm\(^{-1}\) associated with C═N stretching vibration and CH\(_2\) bending vibration of PVP and NO stretching mode but not contains bands around 1650 and 1288 cm\(^{-1}\) associated with C═O and C−N stretching vibration bands of PVP, respectively [22, 36]. The presence of peaks related with PVP indicates that there should be an interaction between PVP and resultant ZnO particles. However, weak intensities of bands located at 1573 and 1420 cm\(^{-1}\) indicate that chemical adsorption between PVP and ZnO is recessive and the existence of relatively higher intensities of band at 880 cm\(^{-1}\) shows physical adsorption between nitrogen atoms of PVP and oxygen atoms of ZnO. Therefore, main adsorption between PVP and ZnO crystal in EG should be physical adsorption and particle morphology mostly depends on chemical adsorption with EG and physical adsorption with PVP. FTIR spectra of particles prepared in DI-water on the other hand exhibits two additional bands at 1660 and 1288 cm\(^{-1}\) which indicate that dominant resonant structure of PVP is >N-\(\cdot\)C═O [21]. Presence of these bands shows that both chemical and physical adsorption between PVP and ZnO may occur. However, the shift of C═O stretching vibration band of PVP from 1650 to 1660 cm\(^{-1}\) indicates that chemical adsorption between PVP and ZnO is dominant [36]. Due to absence of interaction between water and ZnO, inhibition of growth of ZnO crystal along preferential growth direction depresses and particle morphology only depends on adsorption of PVP. Therefore, particle growth occurs on certain directions and triangular ZnO forms.

Optical properties of ZnO nanoparticles simultaneously depend on two main characteristics of particles; size and defect structure. Independent of the solvent type, the absorption spectra for both ZnO particles exhibit the main absorption band related with wurtzite type of ZnO (Figure 4.11(a)) [39]. However, the positions of bands are slightly different, at ~353 nm for EG and ~358 nm for DI-water, both showing a blue shift compared to values that of bulk ZnO (~373 nm) [40]. Moreover, the absorption band wavelength of particles prepared in EG illustrates a more distinct blue shift with respect to particles prepared in the DI-water. This difference is due to smaller size of particles synthesized in EG. This is also reflected by the band gap values. Upon a decrease in particle size resulting in a positional shift in the adsorption wavelengths to
the relatively lower values, band gap value increases [41]. The band gap of ZnO prepared in EG (Eg=3.22 eV) with relatively smaller size is higher than that of in water (Eg=3.16 eV). The presence of defects in ZnO nanostructure is another important factor determined to optical properties of particles because they will diminish band gap and deteriorate optical properties of ZnO nanoparticles. According to literature, ZnO powders mainly exhibit three emission bands: UV emission (~380 nm) which is attributed to the direct recombination of excitons [42], green emission (~530 nm) associated with oxygen vacancies [43] and orange emission (~640 nm) which is attributed to oxygen interstitials [44]. According to results of the current study, although both samples prepared with different solvents exhibit UV and orange emissions, particles prepared in DI-water show very high intensity of orange emission (Figure 4.11(b)). This is due to the high number of oxygen interstitials and may be attributed to high extent of chemical coordination between oxygen atoms of PVP and polar surfaces of ZnO crystals.

4.5 Conclusions

Low temperature synthesis of size and morphology controlled highly crystalline ZnO nanoparticles were performed via precipitation method. The size of spherical ZnO nanoparticles decreased with increasing precipitation temperature as a result of increase in the number of nuclei formation and enhancement chemical and physical adsorption between ZnO crystals and organic molecules. Furthermore, when higher amount of chelating agent was used, the size of spherical ZnO particles decreased due to combined chemical adsorption of EG and PVP with ZnO crystal, and physical adsorption between PVP and ZnO. Hence, the proposed solution precipitation system is advantageous for obtaining size controlled ZnO nanoparticles with narrow size distribution. Moreover, variation in ZnO morphology from spherical to isosceles triangular is achieved by changing solvent from EG to DI-water due to different adsorption abilities of the solvents. Results of this study indicate that the suggested precipitation method provides a simple approach for tailoring the size and morphology of the ZnO nanoparticles at low precipitation temperatures and short processing periods by an easy wet chemical route.
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CHAPTER 5

ROOM TEMPERATURE SYNTHESIS OF SILVER-DOPED ZINC OXIDE (ZnO:Ag) NANOPARTICLES: STRUCTURAL, OPTICAL AND PHOTOCATALYTIC PROPERTIES

5.1 Introduction

ZnO nanostructures have attracted a great attention for their potential applications in variety fields such as varistors [1], gas sensors [2], field emitters [3] and solar cells [4]. Recently, there is an ever increasing interest in the photocatalytic applications of ZnO. Although TiO$_2$ and ZnO have been recognized as the two most effective catalysts [5, 6] and widely used in the removal of toxic or hazardous organic pollutants [7], ZnO got more attention due to its stronger luminescent properties, broader ultraviolet light absorption and lower cost than TiO$_2$. Photocatalytic activity of ZnO nanoparticles can be determined by the ability of electron-hole (e$^-$/h$^+$) pair formation under illumination. When a ZnO crystal absorbs a photon, which has equal or greater energy than the bandgap of ZnO, an electron (e$^-$) is promoted from the valence band (VB) to the conduction band (CB) and a hole (h$^+$) forms in the VB. If e$^-$/h$^+$ charge separations are maintained and they reach the catalyst surface, electrons form highly active superoxide radicals and holes oxidize the organic molecules [8].

However, pure ZnO nanoparticles do not meet the practical needs as a photocatalytic material, as activation of ZnO catalyst necessitate high energy UV light, leading to low efficiency in the visible and near infrared regions. The rapid recombination of the photogenerated e$^-$/h$^+$ pairs is another limiting factor that impedes the photocatalytic activity of ZnO nanoparticles. In order to solve these problems, considerable efforts have been spent on the improvement of the photocatalytic ability by means of semiconductor combination [9], transition metal doping [10] or noble metal deposition
Among these techniques, noble metal deposition seems to be the most promising method due to excellent enhancement of the photocatalytic properties of semiconductors. Doping ZnO with various noble metals such as gold, palladium and silver (Ag) could significantly improve their photocatalytic activity [12-14]. Recently, synthesis of silver-doped ZnO (ZnO:Ag) nanoparticles has become an exciting area in research and different photocatalytic mechanisms for ZnO:Ag nanoparticles have been proposed. In the photochemical reactions, Ag can trap the photogenerated electrons from the ZnO and form the holes to create hydroxyl radicals providing the degradation reaction of organic species. In addition, Ag can improve the photocatalytic activity of ZnO nanoparticles by creating a local electric field and enhance electrical properties by the optical vibration of surface plasmon [15]. Surface properties such as oxygen vacancies and crystal defects are also responsible for the enhancement of the photocatalytic activity of particles [11, 16]. Moreover, higher light scattering of Ag also improves the photocatalytic properties of ZnO nanoparticles [17].

A variety of techniques have been exploited to synthesize ZnO:Ag nanostructures like electrochemical [18], photochemical [19], sol–gel [20], hydrothermal [21], microwave [22] and flame spray pyrolysis [23]. In spite of the successful synthesis and good photocatalytic properties of ZnO:Ag nanostructures, the above listed methods require high synthesis temperature or harsh synthesis conditions like rigorous experimental conditions/sophisticated equipments. Therefore, low temperature synthesis with simple synthesis procedure is desirable for the large-scale production. Solution approaches are appealing as more suitable. However, room temperature synthesis without any subsequent heat treatment has still remained as a challenge because, to the best of our knowledge, there are no exhaustive studies on the room temperature synthesis of ZnO:Ag nanoparticles. Here, ZnO:Ag nanostructures have been successfully synthesized at room temperature with simple precipitation technique and detailed structural/optical analyses were done with Rietveld refinement, microscopic/stereoscopic techniques. Furthermore, effect of Ag content on photocatalytic characteristics of ZnO nanoparticles was investigated.
5.2 Experimental methods

5.2.1 Materials

The chemicals used during synthesis of Ag doped ZnO nanoparticles are listed in Table 5.1. All reagents were used without further purification. Ultrapure deionized (DI) water used during reactions was obtained by using Human Corporation Zeneer Power I water purification system.

Table 5.1. Materials used in the experimental part of the synthesis of Ag doped ZnO nanoparticles, their formulas and sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Chemical Formula</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zinc acetate dihydrate</td>
<td>C₄H₆O₣Zn₂H₂O</td>
<td>99.5%, powder</td>
<td>Fluka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Acetate</td>
<td>C₂H₃AgO₂</td>
<td>99.99%, powder</td>
<td>Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyvinyl pyrrolidone</td>
<td>(C₆H₉NO)ₙ</td>
<td>MW ~55000, powder</td>
<td>Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium hydroxide</td>
<td>NaOH</td>
<td>97%, pellets</td>
<td>Merck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylene glycol</td>
<td>C₂H₆O₂</td>
<td>99%, solution</td>
<td>Merck</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.2 Experimental procedures

A quantity of 0.1 M zinc acetate dihydrate solution was prepared in 40 mL EG at 25°C. In the meantime, the required amounts of silver acetate were dissolved in 20 mL DI-water at 25 °C to obtain Ag:Zn ratio as 0.3, 1 and 8 at. %. Then, Ag-containing solution was added into zinc acetate dihydrate solution using an automated injection pump (Top-5300 model syringe pump) at a rate of 20 mL/h. once injection was completed, the solution was further stirred at 700 rpm for 1 h to achieve complete homogeneity. Following the homogenization, the mixture was drop wise added into PVP solution (0.8 g PVP in 40 mL EG) and stirred for 15 min. Finally, 2 M NaOH solution was added into the solution mixture (at a rate of 20mL/h) until the pH of the final solution was measured as 12.7. Following the addition of NaOH solution for precipitation, the parent solution was aged at room temperature for 30 min. The powder products were
collected by centrifugation at 10000 rpm (using Eppendorf 5804 model, with a rotor radius of 115 mm) for 10 min and washed five times with DI-water. The obtained powders were dried at 70 °C for 3 h in a vacuum dryer and no further thermal treatment was performed. In addition to ZnO:Ag nanoparticles, for comparison, pure ZnO nanoparticles were also synthesized through the same experimental procedure with a small exception, where the initial aqueous silver acetate solution was replaced with equal amount of pure DI-water (20 mL). This sample will be referred as 0 at.% hereafter. A schematic representation of the experimental procedure are shown in Figure 5.1.

![Experimental Procedure Schematic](image)

**Figure 5.1.** A schematic representation of experimental procedure for synthesis of Ag doped ZnO nanoparticles with precipitation method.

### 5.2.3 Materials characterization

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses were performed for phase identification and precise lattice parameter determination. A Rigaku D/Max-2000 PC diffractometer was employed, using Cu-Kα radiation (λ=1.54 Å) and X-ray source operating voltage of 40 kV. The typical XRD scans were performed in a 2θ range of 5-92° and at a rate of 2°/min. The Rietveld refinement was conducted on XRD patterns obtained at a rate of 0.5°/min in a 2θ range of 30-60°.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses were performed for chemical identification and evaluation of the chemical state of the constituent elements. XPS spectra were collected using a PHI 5000 spectrometer. The quantitative analyses for chemical identification were performed using high resolution scans of the O(1s), Zn(2p) and Ag(3d) spectral regions. The binding energies and charge corrections were referenced to the C(1s) line at 284.6 eV.

The size and morphology of the samples were examined with JEOL 2100 F model transmission electron microscope (TEM). The representative TEM samples were prepared simply by drop casting ultrasonically dispersed aqueous powder suspensions onto holey carbon coated copper grids.

The optical properties of the particles were investigated by ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) absorption double beam spectrophotometer (Varian-Cary100 Bio) in a wavelength range of 300-550 nm. Samples were dispersed in DI-water by 10 min ultrasonication for complete dispersion of the powders. The background contribution was evaluated using DI-water as reference.

The photocatalytic activities of pure and ZnO:Ag nanoparticles were determined through time dependent photodegradation studies of an aqueous dye (methylene orange, MO) solution. The dye stock solution was prepared by dissolving 50 mg MO in 50 mL DI-water. In a typical photocatalytic activity measurement, 50 mg powder sample was added to the MO stock solution and dispersion was continuously stirred under UV illumination generated by a 100W UV lamp enclosed in a dark box. Then, 4 mL of the sample solution was collected using a disposable syringe in every 30 min intervals. The samples were filtrated through nylon membranes and the aliquots were analyzed using an Optima SP-300 model UV–Vis spectrophotometer. The absorption spectra were recorded in the range of 300-600 nm and photocatalytic degradation of the MO was monitored based on the intensity of the characteristic absorbance band of the dye at 465 nm. The background contribution was evaluated using DI-water reference. The percentage of remaining MO dye as a function of UV-illumination time...
was determined by normalizing the measured absorbance intensity (at 465 nm of MO dye) to the initial (pre-irradiation) one of the MO stock solution.

The decomposition efficiency rate of MO was normalized to the initial (pre-irradiation) absorbance of MO and calculated using the following equation;

\[ R \% = \left( \frac{A_0 - A}{A_0} \right) \times 100 \]

where \( A_0 \) and \( A \) are the equilibrium concentration of MO before and after UV irradiation, respectively. For the photocatalytic measurements of the different samples, 0.05 g sample was dispersed into MO solution.

5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1 Phase and crystal structure analyses

Figure 5.2 illustrates the wide range XRD diffractograms of the ZnO:Ag nanoparticles synthesized through the precipitation method with varying amount of Ag incorporation (at. % Ag range from 0.1 at. % to 10 at. %) at 25 °C precipitation temperatures. XRD pattern for the undoped ZnO nanoparticles is also provided for comparison. The diffractograms are representative for the samples in as-precipitated condition (dried at 70 °C) without any subsequent thermal treatment. The XRD pattern of the undoped sample can be indexed using wurtzite crystal structure of ZnO (hexagonal wurtzite structure, with JCPDS card no: 36-1451) and no other crystalline phases were detected.

The XRD diffractograms reveal that for low concentration of silver addition (0.1 and 0.3 at.% Ag), all of the diffraction peaks belong to crystalline ZnO. For higher Ag addition (1 at.% Ag), appearance of a very low-intensity peak at \( 2\theta = 38.11^\circ \) was observed. Addition of high concentration silver solution (equal and higher than 2 at.% Ag) leads to appearance of new peaks located at \( 2\theta = 44.28^\circ, 64.43^\circ \) and \( 77.47^\circ \) which are for metallic silver (JCPDS card no: 4-0783). Increase in silver amount results in higher intensity for silver diffraction peaks. Although there are many studies reporting
the formation of metallic silver by thermal reduction of ionic silver at high temperatures (T>300 °C), formation of metallic silver here occurred without any calcination treatments.

**Figure 5.2.** XRD patterns of precipitation products synthesized with different concentration of silver acetate.

In order to investigate the effect of the heat treatment on the formation of metallic silver, 0.3 and 1 at.% Ag incorporated ZnO samples were calcined for 3 h at 500 °C. Figure 5.3(a) and (b) show the XRD diffractograms of the reaction products for samples prepared with addition of 0.3 and 1 at.% Ag incorporated ZnO samples silver acetate in *as-prepared* condition and *after calcination* for 3 h at 300 °C. Figure 5.3(a) indicates crystalline ZnO for both samples in *as-prepared* condition and *after calcination*. Heat treatment does not have an important influence on the pure ZnO samples. However, for 1 at.% Ag incorporated ZnO samples (Figure 5.3(b)), heat treatment results in an increase in the intensity of both ZnO and metallic silver diffraction peaks so increase in the crystallite of both phases.
In this present investigation, a wide concentration range of silver addition were studied. However, it is worth to mention that this ionic substitution occurs up to a limited extent. According to XRD results, up to 0.3 at. % Ag addition, all Ag are substitute into ZnO crystal. For the higher amount of the Ag addition (1 at. % Ag), presence of the metallic Ag peaks indicates that there is a critical Ag addition limit for the substitution of Ag into ZnO crystal which is between 0.3-1 at. % Ag. Extensively high silver incorporation (8 at.% Ag) leads to metallic silver formation most likely together with some ionic incorporation. Therefore, a more detailed structural analyses was performed on the samples with ionic silver incorporation (i.e. 0.3, and 1 at.% Ag) and metallic silver incorporated (8 at.% Ag) samples.

The possible incorporation of Ag into the ZnO lattice and the effect of the Ag doping on the crystal structure can be examined by monitoring the peak positions of ZnO diffractions. According to previous reports, segregation of Ag to the grain boundaries
of ZnO crystal resulted in no positional shift in the XRD diffractograms [20, 24]. On the other hand, substitutional or interstitial incorporation of the Ag into the ZnO lattice leaded to measurable peak shifts to relatively lower [25] or higher [26] 2θ values, respectively. Figure 5.4 shows the enlarged regional XRD patterns of the samples within the 2θ range of 30-40° acquired at a relatively slow scan rate of 0.5°/min. The vertical drop lines were added for visual guidance and they correspond to peak positions in the JCPDS card of ZnO.

![Figure 5.4](image)

**Figure 5.4.** Enlarged region of the XRD patterns of ZnO:Ag nanoparticles with different Ag contents (0.3, 1, and 8 at.% Ag). The pattern of pure ZnO (0 at.% Ag) is given for comparison purposes.

It is clear that, ZnO peak positions shift to relatively lower 2θ values with an increase in Ag concentration, suggesting substitution of Ag⁺ ions into the ZnO lattice. The diffraction angles for (101̅1) ZnO are listed in the Table 5.2. The positional shift to lower 2θ values is reasonable, as a lattice enlargement was expected due to ionic size
difference between Ag\(^+\) (1.26 Å) and Zn\(^{2+}\) (0.74 Å) ions [27]. However, it is worth to mention again that this ionic substitution occurs up to a limited extent. According to XRD results, up to 0.3 at. % Ag addition, all Ag are substitute into ZnO crystal (without any Ag diffraction). For the higher amount of Ag addition (1 at. % Ag), coexistence of the very low intensity metallic Ag peaks and positional shift of the ZnO peaks indicates the presence of both Ag clusters and substitution of the Ag\(^+\) ions into the ZnO lattice. Thus, it can be concluded that there is a critical Ag addition limit for the substitution of Ag into ZnO crystal which is between 0.3-1 at. % Ag.

**Table 5.2.** \((10\bar{1}1)\)\(_{\text{ZnO}}\) peak positions, c lattice parameters, Zn occupancy values, XRD crystallite size estimated from Rietveld analyses and average particle size determined from TEM images of pure ZnO and ZnO:Ag nanoparticles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Silver Acetate (at %)</th>
<th>(1011) Peak Position (degree of 2θ)</th>
<th>Lattice Parameter (c)</th>
<th>Occupancy (Zn)</th>
<th>XRD Crystallite Size (nm)</th>
<th>TEM Particle Size (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>36.39</td>
<td>5.240</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>21.2 ± 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>36.37</td>
<td>5.246</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>19.1 ± 2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>36.35</td>
<td>5.258</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>18.0 ± 3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>36.33</td>
<td>5.262</td>
<td>0.819</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>14.2 ± 1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to obtain more detailed structural analyses, Rietveld refinement method was applied to XRD data. The Rietveld refinement analyses were done using General Structural Software [28] with the EXPGUI graphical user interface [29]. Figure 5.5 indicates Rietveld refinement applications of the XRD diffractograms for the samples. The refinements were done using the \(P6_3mc\) space group with \((1/3, 2/3, 0)\) the atomic position of Zn and \((1/3, 2/3, 0.3817)\) atomic position of O [30] and \(Fm-3m\) space group with \((0, 0, 0)\) atomic position of Ag. The lattice parameter variation with increasing Ag amount was determined from the Rietveld refinement results and is also listed in the Table 5.2.
Figure 5.5. Rietveld refinement analyses of ZnO:Ag nanoparticles with different Ag contents (0.3, 1, and 8 at.% Ag). The pattern of pure ZnO (0 at.% Ag) is given for comparison purposes.

The change in the c lattice parameter from 5.240 Å for pure ZnO (0 at. % Ag) to 5.262 Å for highest amount of Ag incorporated sample (8 at. % Ag) clearly indicates the increase in the lattice size upon doping. Thus, the Rietveld refinement results are in good agreement with the previous conventional XRD data and relevant interpretations, indicating a possible expansion of ZnO lattice due to substitution of larger Ag$^+$ ions with the Zn$^{2+}$ ions in the lattice.

In order to determine the exact atomic sites for Ag$^+$ ions, the atomic occupancies for Ag were varied for the Zn and O sites. The best fits were achieved when Ag$^+$ ions occupy the Zn$^{2+}$ sites. The occupancy values of Zn are also listed in the Table 5.2. According to occupancy values, increasing amount of Ag addition leads to a decrease
in the Zn occupancy. Therefore, it can be assumed that O vacancies were created due to charge differences between Ag\(^+\) and Zn\(^{2+}\) ions. Similar findings have also been reported by Singhal et al. [31] and Wang et al. [11]. These occupancy correlations verify the extensive incorporation of the Ag\(^+\) ions into Zn\(^{2+}\) sites with the increasing amount of Ag. Meanwhile, the average crystallite size for ZnO particles estimated from Rietveld refinement results are also presented in the Table 5.2. The results indicate that the particle size vary in the range of 18-22 nm, yet decreasing with Ag content.

Figure 5.6 shows the EDX data and elemental mapping images Zn, O and Ag elements of ZnO particles synthesized with 1 at.% Ag addition. An approximate chemical composition of ZnO powders was also determined with the EDX analysis accompanied with elemental mapping analysis. EDX data revealed that the particles were composed of Zn, O and Ag elements. Meanwhile, the elemental mapping images confirmed homogenous distribution of zinc, oxygen and silver suggesting homogeneous distribution of silver.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Weight %</th>
<th>Atomic %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>22.54</td>
<td>52.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>73.10</td>
<td>41.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>5.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.00</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.6.** EDX data and elemental mapping images Zn, O and Ag elements of ZnO particles synthesized with 1 at.% Ag addition.
5.3.2 Spectroscopic analyses of ZnO and ZnO:Ag nanoparticles

The chemical composition and defect chemistry of ZnO:Ag nanoparticles were also investigated through XPS analyses. The XPS spectra ZnO:Ag nanoparticles (0.3, 1 and 8 at. % Ag) are shown in Figure 5.7. The spectrum for pure ZnO (0 at. % Ag) is also provided for comparison. The major signals in survey spectra shown in Figure 5.7 (a) confirmed the presence of Zn, O and C in all samples and Ag in the highest amount of Ag incorporated sample (8 at. % Ag). The low intensity C signal is most likely due to trace amount of PVP remains or simply due to adsorption of organic contaminants during handling.
Figure 5.7. XPS spectra of ZnO:Ag nanoparticles with different Ag contents (0.3, 1 and 8 at. % Ag) (a) survey XPS spectrum, high resolution regional XPS spectra of (b) Zn(2p), (c) O(1s) and (d) Ag(3d). The spectrum of pure ZnO (0 at. % Ag) is given for comparison purposes.
The informative Zn, O and Ag spectral portions of the survey analyses are presented by the accompanying high resolution regional spectra shown Figure 5.7. (b), (c) and (d), respectively. The corresponding binding energies (BE in eV) for the Zn(2p), O(1s) and Ag(3d) signals, as determined from these high resolution scans are summarized in Table 5.3. According to Figure 5.7. (b), due to strong spin orbit coupling, Zn(2p) signal splits into two symmetrical peaks as Zn(2p$_{3/2}$) and Zn(2p$_{1/2}$). For pure ZnO nanoparticles (0 at. % Ag), these peaks are located at 1021.41 and 1044.48 eV, respectively. These are in agreement with the previously reported binding energies for stoichiometric ZnO [32]. Locations of these peaks slightly shift to higher BE values, with Ag doping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Silver Acetate (at %)</th>
<th>Zn (2p$_{3/2}$)</th>
<th>Zn (2p$_{1/2}$)</th>
<th>O(1s)*</th>
<th>O(1s)**</th>
<th>Ag(3d$_{5/2}$)</th>
<th>Ag(3d$_{3/2}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1021.41</td>
<td>1044.48</td>
<td>529.57</td>
<td>530.95</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1021.48</td>
<td>1044.60</td>
<td>529.62</td>
<td>531.01</td>
<td>366.50</td>
<td>372.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1021.57</td>
<td>1044.63</td>
<td>529.78</td>
<td>531.23</td>
<td>366.39</td>
<td>372.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>1021.59</td>
<td>1044.69</td>
<td>529.83</td>
<td>531.27</td>
<td>366.20</td>
<td>372.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* : lattice oxygen
** : chemisorbed oxygen

Figure 5.7. (c) indicates asymmetric O(1s) signals which can be divided into two symmetrical signals. For pure ZnO (0 at. % Ag), the lower energy of O(1s) signal at 529.57 eV was attributed to lattice oxygen atoms and the high energy portion of O(1s) signal located at 530.95 eV was associated with the chemisorbed oxygen, such as surface hydroxyl groups [33]. The O(1s) binding energies are also in agreement with the ones reported for stoichiometric ZnO [34]. Ag addition results in the positional shift in O(1s) spectra to higher BE values as shown in the Table 5.3.
The binding energies of Zn(2\textit{p}) and O(1\textit{s}) signals increase gradually with the Ag content for doped samples and more significantly deviates from that of stoichiometric ZnO values. This can be due to the changes in the charge transfer mechanism from Zn\textsuperscript{2+} to O\textsuperscript{2-} ions that can be affected by the vacancies, as also proposed by Sahu et al. \cite{35}. This signifies that the number of vacancies increase with the dopant addition. This is in agreement with the Rietveld analyses, suggesting an increase in the number of oxygen vacancies with Ag addition.

A thorough investigation of Ag(3\textit{d}) signals in high resolution spectra (Figure 5.7. (d)) provide additional insights into the chemical nature of doping. The Ag(3d\textsubscript{5/2}) and Ag(3d\textsubscript{3/2}) peaks at \textasciitilde366 and \textasciitilde372 eV, respectively, were observed for the samples 1 and 8 at. % Ag, yet the peaks were hardly visible for the low amount of Ag containing sample (0.3 at. % Ag). The BE’s for Ag(3\textit{d}) signals are also summarized in Table 5.3. The signals for the Ag(3\textit{d}) spectra for the sample with the highest amount of Ag (8 at. % Ag) are well defined. The splitting in the BE’s of Ag(3d\textsubscript{5/2}) and Ag(3d\textsubscript{3/2}) signals in 6 eV shows that Ag were mainly in the metallic state (Ag\textsuperscript{0}) \cite{6, 36}. Another observation from the XPS spectra of Ag is the shift in Ag(3\textit{d}) peak positions towards lower BE’s with the increasing Ag addition. This shift can be attributed to the interaction between Ag and ZnO crystal, which leads to the adjustment of their Fermi level to same value \cite{17, 37}. During the interaction, the free electrons on the new Fermi level of the Ag could tunnel through the empty region within the conduction band of the ZnO crystal. Therefore, the interaction between Ag and ZnO crystal results in the formation of a higher valance for Ag \cite{35, 38}. The positional shift to lower BE’s indicates the formation of an oxide layer on Ag particle surface, which is most likely below the detection limit of XRD.

The chemical nature of the precipitation products containing various Ag amounts were also investigated with FTIR spectroscopy. The spectra of PVP and ZnO:Ag nanoparticles are shown in Figure 5.8. The spectrum of pure ZnO nanoparticles (0 at. % Ag) is also provided for comparison.
Figure 5.8. FTIR spectra of ZnO:Ag nanoparticles with different Ag contents (0.3, 1 and 8 at. % Ag). The spectra of pure ZnO (0 at. % Ag) and PVP are also given for comparison purposes.

The bands in PVP spectra located at 3667-3420 (O-H stretching vibration), 2967-2905 (CH$_2$ unsymmetrical stretching vibration), 1650 (C=O stretching vibration), 1420 (CH$_2$ bending vibration), 1280 (C-N stretching vibration) and 1065 cm$^{-1}$ (C-O stretching vibration) are marked with dashed drop lines [39, 40].

In FTIR spectra of ZnO samples, besides the ZnO band (at ~400 cm$^{-1}$), the presence of weak absorption bands related with PVP shows that some organic molecules were remained/absorbed on the precipitation products. Moreover, in the spectra of the ZnO samples, two additional peaks marked with circles and located at 1580 cm$^{-1}$ (C=N stretching vibration) and 880 cm$^{-1}$ (N-O deformation vibration) appear. They indicate that the dominant structure of PVP is >N=C-O [40]. The FTIR spectra can be further
resolved to investigate the effect of Ag doping. For instance, FTIR spectra show no absorption bands related with AgO or Ag$_2$O [41]; therefore, Ag must be in metallic form and there is no chemical bonding between Ag-O and Ag-ZnO. These results support the XRD related comments on Ag incorporation into the ZnO lattice; Ag$^+$ ions substitutionally dope the ZnO lattice for the samples 0 and 0.3 at. % Ag, whereas metallic Ag clusters form for the sample 8 at. % Ag. It is worth to mention that the silver oxide formation suggested by XPS data is somewhat contradictory with the FTIR results. This could be attributed to surface sensitive nature of XPS measurements and indicates that silver oxide forms only on the surface of the ZnO nanoparticles, most probably due to poor oxidation resistance of Ag under ambient conditions.

5.3.3 Microstructure and optical properties of ZnO and ZnO:Ag nanoparticles

The low magnification TEM images of synthesized ZnO nanoparticles are shown in Figure 5.9. Particle sizes obtained from TEM analyses are provided in Table 5.2. It is clear that the average particle size decreases with the increase in the Ag amount. These results are in agreement with the crystallite sizes obtained from Rietveld refinement. The change in the ZnO particle size with Ag addition implies that Ag clusters act as nucleation sites for the ZnO crystals. In addition, high resolution TEM images of same samples are shown in Figure 5.10. Fringes of individual planes are clearly visible in the images suggesting the single crystalline nature of the nanoparticles. Inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) patterns are shown in Figure 5.11 and they show lattice spacing of single crystal ZnO nanoparticles. For the pure ZnO nanoparticles, distance between adjacent fringes measured as 0.16 nm, is in good agreement with the interplaner spacing of (11$ar{2}$0). For the IFFT pattern of samples 0.3 and 1 at. % Ag, the spacing between adjacent fringes is measured as 0.19 and 0.21 nm, respectively. They are quite close to the d spacing of the (10$ar{1}$2) plane. IFFT pattern of sample 8 at. % Ag indicates a lattice spacing of 0.26 nm corresponding to the (0002) plane of the ZnO crystal.
Figure 5.9. The low magnification TEM images of ZnO:Ag nanoparticles with different Ag contents (0.3, 1 and 8 at. % Ag). The image of pure ZnO (0 at. % Ag) is given for comparison purposes.
Figure 5.10. The high resolution TEM images of ZnO:Ag nanoparticles with different Ag contents (0.3, 1 and 8 at. % Ag). The image of pure ZnO (0 at. % Ag) is given for comparison purposes.
Figure 5.11. IFFT patterns of ZnO:Ag nanoparticles with different Ag contents (0.3, 1 and 8 at. % Ag). The patterns of pure ZnO (0 at. % Ag) are also given for comparison purposes.
UV–Vis spectroscopy analyses were performed to determine the effect of Ag amount on the optical properties of the ZnO nanoparticles. Figure 5.12 shows the UV-Vis spectra of the ZnO:Ag nanoparticles. Spectrum for the pure ZnO (0 at. % Ag) nanoparticles is also provided for comparison. Pure ZnO nanoparticles show UV absorption edge at 346 nm related with the wurtzite crystal structure of ZnO [42]. Ag addition to the ZnO nanoparticles red shifts the location of the absorption edge, as labeled in Figure 5.12. Upon the reduction of particle size, blue shift should occur [43], on the contrary to the results obtained from the UV-Vis analyses. This contradiction can be explained through the substitution of Ag$^+$ ions into the Zn$^{2+}$ sites of the ZnO lattice, compensating for the particle size effect. A similar change has been reported in the literature [44, 45].

Absorption edge shift also shows the variation of the direct bandgap of the particles. The direct bandgap energies ($E_g$) of ZnO nanoparticles are obtained by plotting the absorption coefficient ($\alpha$)–photon energy graph (h$\nu$) and extrapolating the straight-line portion of this plot to the h$\nu$ axis as shown an inset in the Figure 5.12. For the pure ZnO nanoparticles (0 at. % Ag), $E_g$ was determined as 3.241 eV, which decreases to 3.237, 3.229 and 3.207 eV for the ZnO:Ag nanoparticles for the samples 0.3, 1 and 8 at. % Ag, respectively. Absorption edges and thus $E_g$ values of the ZnO nanoparticles depend on the size, shape, defect state and dopant content of the particles. It has been reported by Zheng et al. that in the presence of oxygen vacancies, electrons excited from the valance band (VB) to conduction band (CB) can easily transform to oxygen vacancies, resulting in the reduction of the bandgap energy [17, 46]. Previously presented Rietveld analyses were suggesting the formation of oxygen vacancies for the doped samples due to the charge differences between Ag$^+$ and Zn$^{2+}$ ions. Furthermore, the CB electrons excited from the VB move through the Fermi level of the Ag clusters. The electron transfer will continue until the overall Fermi level of Ag and CB value of ZnO come to same value. As Ag content increases, more electron transfer should be expected, corresponding to lower $E_g$ values. Therefore, increasing Ag content provides the formation of the higher number of oxygen vacancies leading to a decrease in the $E_g$ value. In addition, the UV–Vis spectra for the samples 0, 0.3 and 1 at. % Ag only have one absorption peak that is related to ZnO. However, the
Figure 5.12. The UV-Vis spectra of ZnO:Ag nanoparticles with different Ag contents (0.3, 1 and 8 at. % Ag). The spectrum of pure ZnO (0 at. % Ag) is given for comparison purposes. Band edge locations of samples are also given in the figure. The insets in Figure 5.12 show plots of $(\alpha h\nu)^2$ as a function of photon energy ($E_g$) for all samples (the solid lines are for the visual help).

The spectrum of the sample 8 at. % Ag is dominated with absorption band centered at 430 nm. This band is associated with the surface plasmon resonance of metallic Ag particles [47]. This result is in agreement with the XRD results shown in Figure 5.12, in which metallic Ag clusters formation was observed for the sample containing 8 at. % Ag.
5.3.4 Photocatalytic activity of ZnO and ZnO:Ag particles

Figure 5.13 shows absorption spectra of MO solutions under the UV irradiation 0.3, 1 and 8 at.% Ag incorporated ZnO nanoparticles. Photocatalytic results of the MO without sample and pure ZnO nanoparticles are also provided for comparison. The photodegradation of the control solution (MO solution in the absence of ZnO nanoparticles) after 120 min was determined as 3%. Pure ZnO nanoparticles exhibited some photocatalytic activity. The remaining dye was 15.9% of its initial amount after 120 min of UV-irradiation. The photocatalytic activity of ZnO nanoparticles was improved by the Ag addition. For the sample containing 0.3 at. % Ag, the complete decomposition of MO dye was achieved after 90 min of UV irradiation. The time for the complete decomposition decreased to only 60 min for the samples containing 1 and 8 at. % Ag.

Temporal profile of MO degradation of ZnO:Ag nanoparticles with different Ag contents (0.3, 1 and 8 at. % Ag) under the UV illumination are provided in Figure 5.14. Degradation profile of pure ZnO (0 at. % Ag) and MO control solution are also given for comparison purposes. In literature, better photocatalytic activities for ZnO:Ag nanoparticles were reported [17, 18]. Leaner photocatalytic ability of ZnO:Ag nanoparticles in our case may originate from PVP molecules absorbed on the ZnO:Ag particles (Figure 5.8).
Figure 5.13. Absorption spectra of MO solutions under the UV irradiation in the presence of any sample and pure ZnO and 0.3, 1 and 8 at.% Ag incorporated ZnO nanoparticles.

There are several mechanisms accounted for improving the photocatalytic activities of the semiconductor materials. Georgekutty et al. reported that mechanism of the photocatalytic reactions in the presence of a dye is based on the electron transfer from dye to both CB of ZnO and Fermi level of Ag, which also simultaneously makes electron transfer from CB of ZnO [21]. Thus, in the presence of both ZnO:Ag and dye molecules, active oxygen species form as a result of the reaction between CB electrons and dissolved oxygen in the solution. These active oxygen species are responsible for the dye degradation and their number increases with Ag content.
Figure 5.14. Temporal profile of MO degradation of ZnO:Ag nanoparticles with different Ag contents (0.3, 1 and 8 at. % Ag) under the UV illumination. Degradation profile of pure ZnO (0 at. % Ag) and MO control solution are also given for comparison purposes.

Consequently, increasing Ag content provides an improvement in the photocatalytic activity of the ZnO nanoparticles. Sun et al. also reported a correlation between particle size and photocatalytic ability of ZnO:Ag nanoparticles [48] since the decrease in the particle size results in the reduction of the recombination chances of the e⁻/h⁺ pairs. Furthermore, Zheng et al. reported that the higher photocatalytic efficiency can be associated with oxygen defects which provide the transformation of the photogenerated electrons to the dye in solution [16]. On the basis of the these discussion, it can be concluded that in our case, photocatalytic activities of the ZnO nanoparticles increase with Ag content, this results in a decrease in the particle size thus, an increase in the surface area and also results in an increase in the oxygen defects. This result agrees with the accepted mechanisms for the enhancement of the photocatalytic activities of ZnO nanoparticles.
However, there is saturation in the photocatalytic activity, since sample with the smallest particle size and highest amount of Ag (8 at. % Ag) shows very similar activity with the sample containing 1 at. % Ag in degrading MO dye. This can be explained by several means. First, as Ag appears as metallic nanoparticles in this sample, these particles may limit the amount of available free surface area of ZnO to interact with light and adsorb the dye molecules [49]. In addition, small particle sizes correspond to a large specific surface area and large number of surface active sites to react with the adsorbed molecules. This enables the formation of active radicals. However, very fine particles may enhance recombination, as the charge carriers would be generated very close to the particle surface. Thus, recombination becomes faster than the interfacial charge transfer decreasing the photocatalytic activity of the particles [50]. Obtained results clearly indicated that there is an optimum amount of Ag that needs to be doped to ZnO and a critical particle size for the improved photocatalytic performance, such as sample containing 1 at. % Ag used in the experiments.

5.4 Conclusions

ZnO:Ag nanoparticles were synthesized at room temperature via precipitation and photocatalytic activity was investigated. A systematic study on the effect of silver content on the structural/optical properties and photocatalytic activities of ZnO nanoparticles has been performed. It was found that Ag addition shifts the XRD peak positions of wurtzite ZnO to lower diffraction angle values, designating an expansion in the lattice parameter (c). Silver presence also decreases the bandgap of ZnO as revealed by the change in the absorption edge to longer wavelengths. These results showed that Ag+ ions substitute into Zn\textsuperscript{2+} sites within the ZnO lattice. Increasing Ag content up to a critical value leads to an enhancement in the photocatalytic activity of ZnO:Ag nanoparticles while excessive addition were found to decrease the photocatalytic activity.
5.5 References


CHAPTER 6

ROOM TEMPERATURE FERROMAGNETISM IN COPPER-DOPED ZnO NANOPARTICLES: STRUCTURAL, OPTICAL AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

6.1 Introduction

There is an intense research interest on various transition metal (TM) doped semiconductor metal oxides given to their room temperature ferromagnetism (RTFM). These semiconductors referred as diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMSs) attract great attention for their potential applications in spintronics devices [1]. Most of the earlier work on DMSs has been on III-V type semiconductors, which have low solubility for TM [2, 3]. More recently, II-VI type TM-doped semiconductors have been explored, as they allow high dopant concentrations and exhibit potential in achieving magnetic ordering at around ambient temperatures [4, 5]. Among various II-VI type semiconductor metal oxides, ZnO has provoked great interest as a DMS due to its wide band gap (3.37 eV) and large exciton binding energy (60 meV) [6]. In addition, both the theoretical predictions and experimental studies indicated that TM-doped ZnO has RTFM property with a curie temperature above room temperature (300 K) [7, 8].

The role of the TM doping in ZnO based DMSs is of considerable significance because the origin of the RTFM was claimed to be based on two controversies; ferromagnetism (i) is an external property and comes from impurities like TM clusters [9, 10] or (ii) is an intrinsic property and originates from the spin-polarized carries [11, 12]. Therefore, many studies have been performed to elucidate the underlying mechanism for RTFM. Up to now, various TMs such as manganese [13], cobalt [14], and iron [15] have been doped into ZnO structure to achieve RTFM property. The major drawback of these
TM is that the dopant atoms can form clusters or precipitates directly affecting the ferromagnetic properties and such impurities impede the use of DMSs for spintronics applications [6]. Recently, researchers have focused on copper doped ZnO (ZnO:Cu) nanostructures [16-18] instead of traditional DMSs doped with other TMs since metallic copper is not magnetic, and neither Cu₂O nor CuO is ferromagnetic. However, the origin of the RTFM behavior of the ZnO:Cu is not well understood due to confliction between experimental and theoretical studies. Thus, it is important to clarify the nature of the RTFM with detailed experimental study.

The magnetic properties of the ZnO:Cu systems strongly depend on the synthesis procedure [19]. Hence, it is important to define the experimental parameters for obtaining particles with reproducible characteristics. In addition, a low temperature synthesis with simple procedure is desirable for the large-scale production. In the present work, room temperature synthesis of ZnO:Cu nanoparticles by precipitation is reported, based on our previous work for preparation of ZnO:Ag nanostructures [20]. The effect of Cu amount on the structural and magnetic properties of ZnO:Cu nanoparticles was investigated experimentally and the origin of the RTFM was discussed.

6.2 Experimental Methods

6.2.1 Materials

The chemicals used during synthesis of doped ZnO nanoparticles with Cu are listed in Table 6.1. All reagents were used without further purification. Ultrapure deionized (DI) water used during reactions was obtained by using Human Corporation Zeneer Power I water purification system.
Table 6.1. Materials used in the experimental part of the synthesis of Cu doped ZnO nanoparticles, their formulas and sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Chemical Formula</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zinc acetate dihydrate</td>
<td>C₄H₆O₂Zn·2H₂O</td>
<td>99.5%, powder</td>
<td>Fluka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper (II) acetate monohydrate</td>
<td>(CH₃COO)₂Cu·H₂O</td>
<td>99%, powder</td>
<td>Merck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyvinyl pyrrolidone</td>
<td>(C₆H₉NO)ₙ</td>
<td>MW ~55000</td>
<td>Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium hydroxide</td>
<td>NaOH</td>
<td>97%, pellets</td>
<td>Merck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylene glycol</td>
<td>C₂H₆O₂</td>
<td>99%, solution</td>
<td>Merck</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2.2 Experimental procedures

For synthesis of the ZnO:Cu nanoparticles, first a zinc-containing solution (0.1 M, 100 mL) was prepared by dissolving zinc acetate dihydrate in EG. This solution was added drop-wise into PVP solution (0.5 g PVP, in 100 mL EG) using an automated injection pump (Top-5300 model syringe pump) at a rate of 50 mL/h and stirred for 15 min. Then, 2 M NaOH was added (at a rate of 20 mL/h) into this mixture until the pH was reached to 12.7. In the same time, three 50 mL aqueous copper acetate solutions of varying concentration which is selected according to final solution composition corresponding to a Cu:Zn ratio of 1.25, 2.5 and 5 at. % Cu were prepared. Each Cu-solution was added into a separate zinc-containing parent solutions at a rate of 20 mL/h right after pH adjustment. Once injection was completed, the final solutions were homogenized for 15 min at 900 rpm. The powder products were collected by centrifugation at 10000 rpm (using Eppendorf 5805 model (Eppendorf AG, Hamburg, Germany)) for 10 min and subsequently washed thoroughly (five times) with DI-water. The powders were then dried at 70 °C for 3 h in a vacuum dryer and no further thermal treatment was performed. In addition to ZnO:Cu nanoparticles, pure ZnO nanoparticles were also synthesized according to the same experimental procedure, by substituting equal amount of pure DI-water (50 mL) for aqueous copper acetate solution. A schematic representation of the experimental procedure are shown in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1. A schematic representation of experimental procedure for synthesis of Cu doped ZnO nanoparticles with precipitation method.

6.2.3 Materials characterization

The phase identification was conducted by x-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses using a Rigaku D/Max-2000 PC (Rigaku Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) diffractometer. Typical data acquisition was performed in a diffraction angle (2θ) range of 25-92° with a step size of 0.5°/min, using Cu-Kα radiation. The detailed crystal structure investigation was conducted by Rietveld refinement analyses using General Structural Software [21] with the EXPGUI graphical user interface [22].

The chemical identification and evaluation of the chemical state of the constituent elements were accomplished by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses using a PHI 5000 VersaProbe (Physical Electronics, MN, USA). The quantitative analyses for chemical identification were performed using high-resolution scans of the Cu(2p), O(1s) and Zn(2p) spectral regions. The binding energies and charge corrections have been calibrated by taking the C(1s) line (285.0 eV) as reference.
JEOL 2100 F model (JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) transmission electron microscope (TEM) at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV was used to determine the size and morphology of the nanoparticles. The representative TEM samples were prepared simply by drying out ultrasonically dispersed aqueous powder suspensions on holey carbon coated copper grids.

The magnetic properties of the samples were investigated using a vibrating sample magnetometer (ADE Magnetics EV9, MicroSense LLC, MA, USA). All measurements were performed at room temperature with a maximum field of 4 kOe. Saturation magnetization and coercivity values of the each sample were obtained from the hysteresis curves.

The band gap values were determined based optical spectroscopy analyses performed using a double beam spectrophotometer (Cary100 Bio; Agilent Technologies Pty Ltd., Mulgrave, VIC, Australia) in a wavelength range of 250-800 nm. The powder samples were dispersed in DI water by 10 min ultrasonication. The background contribution was evaluated using DI-water as reference.

6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3.1 Crystal structure analyses and properties

The XRD analyses of the ZnO:Cu nanoparticles have been mainly employed in investigating the effects of Cu addition/incorporation on crystal structure of ZnO and in interpreting the relevant changes. Figure 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 show the XRD diffractograms of pure ZnO and 1.25, 2.5 and 5 at.% Cu doped ZnO:Cu nanoparticles, respectively. The XRD patterns match with wurtzite type ZnO crystal structure (JCPDS card no: 36-1451). These data indicate no trace for presence of any additional phase of copper, copper oxide(s) or any binary Zn-Cu phase. Although XRD technique has limited sensitivity for the detection of very small amount phases, it is reasonable to assume absence of secondary phases due to small Cu dopant amount lower than the solubility limit of Cu in ZnO as determined by others [23-25].
**Figure 6.2.** The experimental XRD diffractogram, Rietveld refinement simulation result and difference between experimental and simulated data of pure ZnO nanoparticles.

**Figure 6.3.** The experimental XRD diffractogram, Rietveld refinement simulation result and difference between experimental and simulated data of 1.25 at.% Cu doped ZnO:Cu nanoparticles.
Figure 6.4. The experimental XRD diffractogram, Rietveld refinement simulation result and difference between experimental and simulated data of 2.5 at.% Cu doped ZnO:Cu nanoparticles.

Figure 6.5. The experimental XRD diffractogram, Rietveld refinement simulation result and difference between experimental and simulated data of 5 at.% Cu doped ZnO:Cu nanoparticles.
Figure 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 also indicate the results of Rietveld refinements of pure and Cu-doped ZnO nanoparticles. The diffractogram for each sample is composed of two overlapping sets; the actual experimental data, $R_{\text{exp}}$, presented with solid lines and also the simulated counterpart, $R_{\text{wp}}$, obtained from the Rietveld refinement indicated with cross signs. The gray-colored patterns (on the bottom) show the differences between the experimental data and simulated results of the Rietveld analyses. $R_{\text{exp}}$ and $R_{\text{wp}}$ values for all samples are listed in Table 6.2. The Chi-squared values, $X^2$ ($X^2=(R_{\text{wp}}/R_{\text{exp}})^2$), were obtained as 1.34, 1.40, 1.45 and 1.42; for pure, 1.25, 2.5 and 5 at.% Cu incorporated ZnO powders. The low R factors and $X^2$ figures at around a value of 1 suggest that refinements are relatively reliable [26]. All the diffraction events for ZnO nanoparticles fit to that of wurtzite structure confirming $P6_{3}mc$ space group with atomic position of (1/3, 2/3, 0) for Zn and (1/3, 2/3, 0.3817) for O, respectively [27].

As shown in the Figure 6.6 the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the diffraction peaks increase with Cu addition, meanwhile the peak positions slightly shift to higher 2θ values. The 2θ positions for (10$\overline{1}$1) diffractions extracted from Figure 6.6 are listed in the Table 6.2. For ZnO:Cu particles with increasing Cu amount, a 2θ shift in the range 0.02-0.04° was observed. Table 6.2 also lists the precise figures for the lattice parameter (c) as determined by the Rietveld refinement analyses. The lattice parameters decrease with Cu doping and reach a minimum value of 5.20 Å in the case of the 5 at.% Cu-doped sample, which is 5.26 Å for pure ZnO. A change in the lattice size with Cu substitution is expected due the ionic size differences between Cu (Cu$^{2+}$: 0.57Å) and Zn (Zn$^{2+}$: 0.60Å) ions for the same coordination (four-fold coordination) [28]. Thus, the Rietveld refinement results are in good agreement with the conventional XRD data and relevant interpretations indicate a possible lattice contraction due to selective/specific substitution of Cu$^{2+}$ with Zn$^{2+}$ in the lattice as also reported by others [24, 29].
Figure 6.6. Enlarged region (2θ=30.5-37.5) of the experimental XRD diffractograms of pure ZnO and ZnO:Cu nanoparticles with different Cu contents (1.25, 2.5 and 5 at.% Cu).

The Rietveld refinement analyses of XRD data also allow determination of quantitative occupancy values for Zn sites. The percent occupancy values of Zn sites were listed in the Table 6.2. The calculated Zn occupancy values were slightly lower than the theoretical values. The marginal differences between initially available Cu content and actual substitution extent suggest that most of the Cu ions in solution readily substitute into ZnO during precipitation of ZnO crystals.
Table 6.2. $R_{\text{exp}}$ and $R_{\text{wp}}$ values, (101̅1)$_{\text{ZnO}}$ peak positions, lattice parameters (c), Zn occupancy values, XRD crystallite size obtained from Rietveld analyses and average crystalline size determined from TEM analyses for pure ZnO and ZnO:Cu nanoparticles with different Cu contents (1.25, 2.5 and 5 at.% Cu).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cu:Zn ratio (at.%)</th>
<th>$R_{\text{exp}}$-$R_{\text{wp}}$ (%)</th>
<th>(101̅1)$_{\text{ZnO}}$ Peak Position* (degree of 2θ)</th>
<th>Lattice Parameter (c, Å)</th>
<th>Occupancy, Zn (%)</th>
<th>XRD Crystallite Size (nm)</th>
<th>TEM Particle Size (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.58-7.50</td>
<td>36.25</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>17.3 ± 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>5.56-7.78</td>
<td>36.27</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>99.2</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>17.1 ± 2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.58-8.07</td>
<td>36.28</td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>16.1 ± 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.59-7.94</td>
<td>36.29</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>13.9 ± 2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: (101̅1) peak position of JCPDS card of ZnO (36-1451).
The deviation in the occupancy values is more significant for higher amount of Cu-containing precipitation formulations, suggesting an increasing yet certainly limited incorporation of the copper ions into Zn\(^{2+}\) sites with the higher amount of the Cu addition. Both experimental [30] and theoretical [31] studies indicate that substitution of Cu\(^{2+}\) ions into ZnO lattice is more favorable than that of Cu\(^{1+}\) and Cu\(^{0}\), as there would not be any change in the net charge upon substitution of Cu\(^{2+}\) for Zn\(^{2+}\) for stoichiometric ZnO. Furthermore, Ye et al. proposed that Cu has a tendency to occupy the Zn sites in the crystal structure, instead of interstitial positions [11]. Therefore, substitutional incorporation of Cu occurs with replacement of host Zn\(^{2+}\) with Cu\(^{2+}\) ions.

The average crystallite size for the ZnO nanoparticles estimated by Rietveld refinements are also presented in the Table 6.2. The particle size decreases from 20.9 nm (pure ZnO) to 13.7 nm in the case of 5 at.% Cu doping. A decrease in the crystallite size with increasing Cu content is probably due to the change in the precipitation mechanism in the presence of excessive Cu ions.

6.3.2 Microstructural analyses and properties

Figure 6.7 shows low magnification TEM micrographs of ZnO nanoparticles. All ZnO nanoparticles have equiaxed/spherical morphology. The average particle sizes determined from TEM analyses (given in Table 6.2) are agreement with the crystallite sizes obtained from Rietveld refinement. High-resolution TEM images of selected ZnO nanoparticle(s) are shown in Figure 6.8. The fringes of individual planes are clearly visible in the micrographs suggesting the single crystal nature for ZnO nanoparticles. The lattice spacing values of pure ZnO and ZnO:Cu nanoparticles are also shown in Figure 6.8. The spacing between adjacent fringes was measured as 0.281 nm for pure ZnO nanoparticles which is in good proximity for the interplanar spacing of (10\(\bar{1}0\)). The spacing between adjacent fringes of the ZnO:Cu samples were measured as 0.278, 0.276 and 0.273 nm for the 1.25, 2.5 and 5 at.% Cu-added ZnO:Cu samples, respectively. This indicates a lattice contraction due to replacement of smaller sized Cu\(^{2+}\) with Zn\(^{2+}\).
Figure 6.7. The low magnification TEM images of pure ZnO and ZnO:Cu nanoparticles with different Cu contents (1.25, 2.5 and 5 at.% Cu).

Figure 6.8. The high resolution TEM images of pure ZnO and ZnO:Cu nanoparticles with different Cu contents (1.25, 2.5 and 5 at.% Cu).
### 6.3.3 Chemical analyses and properties

The chemical composition and chemical state of the constituents for ZnO:Cu nanoparticles were investigated by XPS analyses. The survey spectra of pure ZnO and ZnO:Cu nanoparticles are shown in Figure 6.9. The major signals for pure ZnO nanoparticles were assigned to Zn, O and C elements and no signal for other element was detected. The low intensity C signal is most likely due to remaining PVP or simply due to the adsorption of organic contaminants during handling. In the survey spectra of the ZnO:Cu samples, additional signals for Cu(2p) were detected.

![Survey analyses of XPS spectra for pure ZnO and ZnO:Cu nanoparticles with different Cu contents (1.25, 2.5 and 5 at.% Cu).](image)

**Figure 6.9.** Survey analyses of XPS spectra for pure ZnO and ZnO:Cu nanoparticles with different Cu contents (1.25, 2.5 and 5 at.% Cu).

The informative spectral positions of the survey analyses of Cu(2p), Zn(2p) and O(1s) regions are also presented with the accompanying high resolution regional spectra in Figure 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12, respectively. The corresponding binding energies (BE) in eV for the Cu(2p), Zn(2p) and O(1s) signals determined from the high resolution scans are summarized in Table 6.3.
The details of high resolution Cu(2p) signals (Figure 6.10) provide additional insights about the chemical state of Cu in ZnO lattice. The XPS can clearly distinguish the state of Cu due to measurable differences in BE of the signals for metallic and ionic entities. Metallic Cu (Cu$^0$) produces a sharp well-defined Cu(2p$_{3/2}$) and Cu(2p$_{1/2}$) signals centering at 932.6 eV and 952.5 eV, respectively. Monovalent Cu (Cu$^{1+}$) produces also sharp and well-defined Cu(2p) signals centering at the same BE values, but slightly narrower signal peak widths. Meanwhile, divalent Cu ion (Cu$^{2+}$) characteristically exhibit considerably broader Cu(2p) signals with an ~1.0 eV shift to higher BE and centering at 933.6 eV and 953.5 eV for Cu(2p$_{3/2}$) and Cu(2p$_{1/2}$), respectively [32-34].

The high resolution XPS spectra of ZnO:Cu, with Cu(2p$_{3/2}$) and Cu(2p$_{1/2}$) signals corresponding that of Cu$^{2+}$ oxidation state, indicate that Cu is mainly incorporated as Cu$^{2+}$. Furthermore, the positions of Cu(2p) signals shift toward the higher BE’s values with the increasing Cu addition. This can be explained with a decrease in Cu–O bond separation as a result of lattice parameter change with increasing dopant amount.

![Figure 6.10. High resolution regional XPS spectra of Cu(2p) signals for pure ZnO and ZnO:Cu nanoparticles with different Cu contents (1.25, 2.5 and 5 at.% Cu).](image-url)
Figure 6.11 shows the features of Zn(2p) signal for all samples. For pure ZnO nanoparticles, Zn(2p$_{3/2}$) and Zn(2p$_{1/2}$) signals, originating from strong spin orbit coupling, appear at 1021.19 and 1044.21 eV, respectively. These energy values well agree with the previously reported BE values for stoichiometric ZnO [35]. The positions of these signals shift slightly to higher BE values for ZnO:Cu nanoparticles. This change can be analyzed/explained by considering the differences in O(1s) signal characteristics for pure and Cu-doped ZnO as shown in Figure 6.12. The O(1s) signals were deconvoluted using Gaussian fit with XPS PEAK41 software. For pure ZnO, the lower BE side of the O(1s) signal centering at 529.91 eV is attributed to lattice oxygen ions neighboring with Zn$^{2+}$ ions in the hexagonal ZnO lattice. The higher BE component of the O(1s) signal centering at 531.51 eV is associated with either presence of loosely bound oxygen or the chemisorbed oxygen, such as surface hydroxyl groups [36]. The O(1s) BE values are also in agreement with those reported for stoichiometric ZnO [37].

![Figure 6.11. High resolution regional XPS spectra of Zn(2p) signals for pure ZnO and ZnO:Cu nanoparticles with different Cu contents (1.25, 2.5 and 5 at.% Cu).](image)
For Cu-containing ZnO nanoparticles, the lower BE O(1s) signal is attributed to lattice oxygen neighbors with Zn$^{2+}$ or Cu$^{2+}$ ions. This signal appears at relatively higher BE values than pure ZnO, as can be seen by the vertical drop line placed in Figure 6.12 for visual aid and also by BE values listed in the Table 6.3. This positional shift may be due to change in the ionic character of O–X bonds (X=Zn$^{2+}$ for pure ZnO, and X=Zn$^{2+}$ or Cu$^{2+}$ for Cu-incorporated ZnO) originating from electronegativity difference for the specific ion associating with oxygen. According to the Paulings principle, the negativity difference of a Cu–O bond is smaller than that of a Zn–O bond [38]. Therefore, in presence of Cu, the relatively poor ionic association of Cu–O pairs compared those for Zn–O bonds results in a higher valance electron density [35]. As a result of higher valance electron density with increasing Cu amount, enhanced electron transfer from conduction band of ZnO to 3d band level of Cu provide BE of Zn(2p) and O(1s) signals shift towards to higher value.

![Figure 6.12. High resolution regional XPS spectra of O(1s) signals for pure ZnO and ZnO:Cu nanoparticles with different Cu contents (1.25, 2.5 and 5 at.% Cu).](image)
Therefore, the chemical shift in the BE of \( \text{Zn}(2p) \) and \( \text{O}(1s) \) signals to higher energy values with increasing Cu addition also support the extensive substitution of \( \text{Cu}^{2+} \) ions into \( \text{ZnO} \) lattice and in agreement with the Rietveld refinement results.

**Table 6.3.** Binding energy values (in eV) of \( \text{Cu}(2p_{3/2}), \text{Cu}(2p_{1/2}), \text{Zn}(2p_{3/2}), \text{Zn}(2p_{1/2}) \) and \( \text{O}(1s) \) (lattice and chemisorbed oxygen) for pure \( \text{ZnO} \) and \( \text{ZnO}:\text{Cu} \) nanoparticles with different Cu contents (1.25, 2.5 and 5 at.% Cu).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cu:Zn ratio (at.%)</th>
<th>( \text{Cu}(2p_{3/2}) )</th>
<th>( \text{Cu}(2p_{1/2}) )</th>
<th>( \text{Zn}(2p_{3/2}) )</th>
<th>( \text{Zn}(2p_{1/2}) )</th>
<th>O (1s)*</th>
<th>O (1s)**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1021.19</td>
<td>1044.21</td>
<td>529.91</td>
<td>531.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>933.46</td>
<td>953.21</td>
<td>1021.32</td>
<td>1044.32</td>
<td>530.08</td>
<td>531.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>933.69</td>
<td>953.36</td>
<td>1021.45</td>
<td>1044.46</td>
<td>530.13</td>
<td>531.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>933.92</td>
<td>954.16</td>
<td>1021.58</td>
<td>1044.58</td>
<td>530.37</td>
<td>531.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* : lattice oxygen, ** : chemisorbed oxygen

### 6.3.4 Magnetic analyses and properties

Magnetization vs. magnetic field (M-H) curves of \( \text{ZnO}:\text{Cu} \) nanoparticles are shown in Figure 6.13. The diamagnetic terms arising from the sample holder have been subtracted in plotting these loops. M-H curves of \( \text{ZnO}:\text{Cu} \) nanoparticles indicate that RTFM ordering with distinct S shaped hysteresis loops. It is well known that pure \( \text{ZnO} \) nanoparticles exhibit diamagnetic property at room temperature [39]. Therefore, the observed RTFM can be attributed to incorporation of Cu ions into \( \text{ZnO} \) structure. Although the coercivity (H\(_c\)) values for all Cu-doped \( \text{ZnO} \) nanoparticles were nearly same, the saturation magnetization (M\(_s\)) values increase with increasing doped Cu amount. M\(_s\) and H\(_c\) values for \( \text{ZnO}:\text{Cu} \) samples are given in Table 6.4. The largest M\(_s\) value was observed as 0.862 \( \mu_B/\text{Cu} \) for 5 at.% Cu doped sample. This value is higher than previously reported experimental values [40], but smaller than the theoretically calculated value, 0.96 \( \mu_B/\text{Cu} \) [41].
Figure 6.13. M-H curves of ZnO:Cu nanoparticles with different Cu contents (1.25, 2.5 and 5 at.% Cu).

Table 6.4. Saturated magnetization ($M_s$) and coercive fields ($H_c$) for pure ZnO and ZnO:Cu nanoparticles with different Cu contents (1.25, 2.5 and 5 at.% Cu).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cu:Zn ratio (at.%)</th>
<th>Saturated magnetization ($M_s$, $\mu_B$/Cu)</th>
<th>Coercive fields ($H_c$, Oe)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.637</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.716</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The reason of the RTFM for transition metal-doped DMSs still remains controversial in the relevant literature. The discussion is mainly on the origin of ferromagnetism; whether it is origination from the magnetic interactions between the dopant atoms, or due to the intrinsic behavior of dopant atoms present in the ZnO lattice. In regard to the former possibility, although theoretical predictions support that Cu atoms tend to occupy well-separated positions in ZnO crystal [11], some experimental investigations report the formation of Cu precipitates or clusters with increasing Cu amount. In this case, antiferromagnetic matchup between Cu pairs destroys the ferromagnetic ordering and results lower magnetic moments [5, 42]. However, the result of current study indicated an increase in $M_s$ value upon Cu doping. Similar findings have been also reported for Co- and Mn-doped ZnO nanostructures [8, 43]. Therefore, in our study, formation of the Cu clusters is not observed even at highest amount of the Cu addition (here 5 at.% Cu). The analytical finding of this study- XRD and TEM- confirmed that Cu ions do not form any clusters or additional phases, and copper doping takes place by ionic substitution of Cu into ZnO crystal. This means that the distance between adjacent magnetically active ions in all Cu-incorporated ZnO samples is still in the range of ferromagnetic ordering. The conservation of short range magnetic ordering through the magnetic interaction provides improvement of the RTFM with higher amount of Cu addition. Thus, the apparent ferromagnetic nature of the ZnO:Cu nanoparticles does not seem to commence due the magnetic interactions of the dopants atoms.

### 6.3.5 Optical analyses and properties

The main objective of this work was to draw a conclusion for the origin of RTFM in ZnO:Cu systems. All findings in this study suggest that RFTM behavior is due substitutional incorporation of Cu$^{2+}$ ions in the ZnO lattice. In that respect, the electronic configuration and related band gap information ZnO:Cu becomes a critical piece of information. Figure 6.14 shows UV-Vis absorption spectra for pure and Cu- incorporated ZnO. All spectra exhibit the absorption band which is characteristic to wurtzite type ZnO crystal. The absorption spectrum of pure ZnO has distinct absorption band edge at 340 nm. However, the positions of absorption band edge of ZnO:Cu
particles change with increasing Cu amount and show red shift to higher wavelength. An important consequence of the red shift in the absorption band edge is the reduction in the direct band gap energies ($E_g$) of ZnO nanoparticles. $E_g$ values of ZnO nanoparticles are obtained by plotting the absorption coefficient ($\alpha$)–photon energy ($h\nu$) graph and extrapolating the straight-line portion of this plot to the $h\nu$ axis shown as an inset in the Figure 6.14. For pure ZnO, $E_g$ was determined as 3.341 eV and it decreases to 3.276, 3.268, and 3.256 eV for the samples incorporated with 1.25, 2.5 and 5 at.% Cu, respectively. A smaller $E_g$ value with increasing Cu incorporation is somewhat contradictory with particle size characteristics, which found to be decrease with increasing Cu amount.

Figure 6.14. The UV-Vis spectra of pure and Cu incorporated ZnO nanoparticles with different Cu contents (1.25, 2.5 and 5 at.% Cu). Band edge locations of samples are also given in the figure. The insets in Figure show plots of $(\alpha h\nu)^2$ as a function of photon energy ($E_g$) for all samples.
The red shift in the absorption band edge so $E_g$ values of the ZnO nanostructures is associated with decreasing conduction band energy of ZnO by exchange interaction of the conduction band electrons of ZnO and localized d electrons of Cu [44-46]. With the half full shell electronic configuration ($3d^9$, $4s^0$), Cu$^{2+}$ ions form an impurity level, which is located near the Fermi level and just below the conduction band of ZnO. This impurity level behaves as a deep acceptor and provides carrier transformation of non-equilibrium holes or electrons by hybridization of O($2p$) bands electrons with half full Cu($3d$) electrons. The observed $E_g$ narrowing as a result of the $sp$-$d$ spin exchange interactions confirms substitution of Cu$^{2+}$ ions into ZnO crystal structure. Therefore, they result in the formation of bound magnetic polarization and so responsible for RTFM behavior [44, 47]. From the all above analyses, it can be concluded that Cu$^{2+}$ ions substitute into the ZnO lattice and change the crystal and band structures of host ZnO by varying incorporated Cu amount. As a summary, RTFM property in ZnO:Cu nanoparticles is supposed to be intrinsic behavior due to $sp$-$d$ spin carrier exchange interaction.

### 6.4 Conclusions

Pure and Cu-doped ZnO nanoparticles were synthesized through a simple room temperature precipitation technique. The effects of the Cu amount on the crystal structural, microstructural and magnetic properties of the ZnO nanoparticles have been reported. The results indicated that the Cu doping occurs by substitutional incorporation of Cu$^{2+}$ ions in the ZnO lattice as revealed by extensive crystallographic analyses of the XRD data by Rietveld refinement. The chemical state analysis by XPS also supports such chemical modification in the ZnO structure. The magnetic measurements showed that Cu addition obviously enhances RTFM property of ZnO nanoparticles. In addition to a reduction of the absorption band edge, smaller band gap energies were observed for Cu-doped ZnO, evidenced by optical spectroscopy. According RTFM seems to be an intrinsic behavior and it is due to substitution of Cu$^{2+}$ into ZnO crystal. This work describes a correlation between crystal and band structure, and RTFM behavior of the ZnO nanostructures.
6.5 References


Low temperature routes for synthesis of ZnO nanostructures with size and morphology control have been presented. Synthesis of ZnO nanostructures was carried out using different aqueous routes; microemulsion and precipitation techniques. The effect of processing parameters on the physical, structural and optical properties of ZnO nanostructures were examined. Functional properties of nanostructures were improved by ion incorporations into ZnO structure. The general findings of the thesis are summarized as followings;

7.1 Synthesis of ZnO nanoparticles via microemulsion method

ZnO nanoparticles were synthesized by a reverse microemulsion system formed from sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate (AOT):glycerol:n-heptane. The zinc precursor was zinc acetate dihydrate. The formation of ZnO nanoparticles was achieved by calcination of premature zinc glycerolate microemulsion product in air at various calcination temperatures. Microemulsion products were characterized using XRD, TG-DSC, SEM and PL spectroscopy. The results showed that both surfactant concentrations in the initial microemulsion formulation and the calcination temperature influenced the morphology and size of the ZnO nanoparticles. The surfactant concentration –AOT– in the initial microemulsion formulation and the calcination temperature influenced the morphology and size of the ZnO nanoparticles. Low surfactant concentrations (5:5:90, AOT:glycerol:n-heptane, wt.%) lead to formation of spherical ZnO nanoparticles, whose average particle size changed from 15±1 nm (300 °C) to 24±1 nm (500 °C), increasing with calcination temperature, while preserving their spherical morphology at all temperatures. Microemulsion system containing higher surfactant amount (30:5:65, AOT:glycerol:n-heptane, wt.%)
resulted in rod-like ZnO nanostructures after calcination at 300 °C and 400 °C, with a radius of 22±3 and 28±1 nm; and with a length of 66±3 nm and 72±1 nm. Further increase in the calcination temperature to 500 °C initiated a rod-to-sphere shape transformation of the ZnO nanoparticles produced using this particular microemulsion formulation. For all ZnO microemulsion products, the photoluminescence measurements suggested a high defect concentration degenerated at higher calcination temperature. Optical characterization also implied a chemically activated surface for ZnO nanoparticles.

7.2 Low temperature synthesis of ZnO nanoparticles via precipitation method

Synthesis of ZnO nanoparticles was also achieved by low temperature precipitation method. The precipitation system was formed using zinc acetate dihydrate as zinc source, ethylene glycol (EG) as solvent and polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) as chelating agent. Precipitation products were characterized using XRD, SEM, TEM, FTIR, PL and UV-Vis spectroscopy. The effects of processing parameters including precipitation temperature (25, 60, 70 and 80 °C), amount of chelating agent (0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 g PVP) and solvent type (EG or DI-water) on the size and morphology of resultant ZnO nanoparticles are reported. The size of spherical ZnO nanoparticles was manipulated by the choice of precipitation temperature (13.0±1.9 nm at 25 °C and 9.0±1.3 nm at 80 °C), which essentially changes the nature of adsorption events between ZnO crystals and organic molecules. The particle size can also be regulated by the amount of chelating agent (13.0±1.9 nm in 0.2 g PVP and 5.3±0.3 nm in 0.4 g PVP) as a result of further enhancement in adsorption between ZnO crystals and organic additives. A change in morphology of ZnO nanostructures from spherical to isosceles triangle was observed when different solvent was employed; specifically, by substituting DI-water for EG which has different adsorption ability. Accordingly, a formation and growth mechanism for size and morphology controlled ZnO nanoparticles by low temperature aqueous precipitation routes have been proposed.
7.3 Room temperature synthesis of Ag-doped ZnO nanoparticles: structural, optical and photocatalytic properties

Synthesis of functionalized ZnO nanoparticles (silver-doped, ZnO:Ag) was also performed through room temperature precipitation method without any subsequent thermal treatment. ZnO nanoparticles were characterized by XRD, TEM, XPS, FTIR and UV-Vis spectroscopy. Detailed crystallographic investigation was accomplished through Rietveld refinement. The effect of silver content on structural and optical properties of resultant ZnO nanoparticles has been investigated. It was found that silver doping results in positional shifts for the XRD peaks and the absorption band edge of ZnO. These were attributed to the substitutional incorporation of Ag$^+$ ions into Zn$^{2+}$ sites within the ZnO crystal. It was found that silver incorporation resulted in the substitutional incorporation of Ag$^+$ ions into Zn$^{2+}$ sites within the ZnO crystal. In addition, the photocatalytic activity of the ZnO:Ag nanoparticles was determined by methylene orange (MO) degradation studies and compared to that of undoped ZnO. The complete decomposition of MO dye was achieved after 90 min of UV irradiation for 0.3 at. % Ag incorporated sample, while this time decreased to 60 min for 1.0 at. % Ag incorporated ZnO nanostructures. Improved photocatalytic activity was obtained for ZnO:Ag nanoparticles. It has been shown that an optimum amount of silver dopant (1 at.% Ag) is required to obtain maximum photocatalytic activity. Moreover, higher silver incorporation resulted in smaller size for ZnO nanoparticles (19.14±2.92 nm in 0.3 at.% Ag, 18.02±3.02 nm in 1.0 at.% Ag and 14.24±1.67 nm in 8.0 at.% Ag).

7.4 Room temperature ferromagnetism in Cu-doped ZnO nanoparticles; structural, optical and magnetic properties

ZnO nanoparticles were also functionalized with copper (Cu) to achieve room temperature ferromagnetic behavior (RTFM). Cu-doped ZnO (ZnO:Cu) nanoparticles with various Cu concentration (Cu:Zn ratio at.% of 1.25, 2.5 and 5) were synthesized by room temperature precipitation method without any subsequent post thermal treatment. Pure ZnO nanoparticles were also synthesized for direct structural and
property-related comparison purposes. ZnO:Cu nanoparticles were thoroughly characterized by XRD, XPS, TEM, VSM and UV-Vis spectroscopy. Detailed crystallographic investigation was accomplished through Rietveld refinement. The evidences for substitutional incorporation of Cu$^{2+}$ ions into ZnO lattice have been demonstrated with the positional changes in the XRD data of ZnO and accompanying precise lattice parameter analyses by Rietveld refinement. XPS analyses revealed incorporation of copper as Cu$^{2+}$ ions. Magnetization measurements performed by VSM showed an enhanced RTFM for ZnO:Cu nanoparticles in the presence of higher amount of Cu. RTFM of ZnO nanostructures was attributed to the substitutional incorporation of Cu$^{2+}$ ions and so narrowing band gap of ZnO. $M_s$ value of ZnO:Cu nanoparticles increases with Cu amount ($M_s$: 0.637 for 1.25 at.% Cu, 0.716 for 2.5 at.% Cu and 0.862 for 5.0 at.% Cu). These results suggest that RTFM characteristics is an intrinsic property of ZnO:Cu nanoparticles. In addition, particle size of ZnO:Cu nanoparticles decreases with Cu dopant amount (17.01±2.7 nm in 1.25 at.% Cu, 16.1±2.5 nm in 2.5 at.% Cu and 13.9±2.5 nm in 5.0 at.% Cu).
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